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Bunis denies Mace offered him fund- raising post
Contacted by phone at his
Ediwr
.
office in Springfiefd. Burris said
State Comptrol\"r Roland he was told about the network
Burris said Wednesday that he five months ago by two lAC
has not accepted a position as members nho had SUltbdted to
chaim18n of a rww!y proposed Mare that Burris be contacted
statewide fun.:l-taising network to serve as chairman of the
for sm athletics, and has "no network. Burris said hf> made
recollection of making such a 'no commitment at that time,
commitment ...
and has since heard nothing
His statement contradicted about the ~I (rom anyone
those made by Vice President at the Uruversity.
for University Relations ~rge
At the November Board of
Mace to the Board of Trustees, Trustees meeting, Mace said
the press and appat ently to that the lAC had recommended
members of the Inter.:oUegiate to him the formation of a special
group
of
Athletics Commiltee that statewide
Burri:s had "agreed to St'!"'<;'e" on distinguished alumni - the
network.
thf' network.
By CIDdy Midlaelsoa

N~ws

Gill. says Mr. Burris elida"
IIAf... about his appoiiltment to
l'IJ·m..... the athletics rod drive
J;,ecause it wasa't real and _5

"I contacted, as you know, t'le
comptroller of the state. Roland
Burris, who has agre.~ to serve
on that," Mace told the bt>..ard.
However, Burris S&,id that h~
has not been contacted about
the position and does not recall
haYlng co'J1mitted himself to
A'..."e.
III lidd.tion, Burris, who
played footbad at sm-c in 1957
and 195ft and graduated in 1959
with it bachelor's degree in
political science. said were he to
toe offered the position today, he
"woul<; have problems with
accepfug it."
"Give 1 the time constraints
ir..olved with my job, I don't

tl'.mk it would be wise to chair a
fund-raising committee for sm
because of my relationship to
the (state) universities 8.'1 the
regulatory financial authotity,"
Burris said
The purpose of the network.
Mace told the board. would be to
help defray through fund
raising a projected deficit in
this year's athletics IYddget of
aboul $.100.000.
The lAC. a l3-member aidvisory group made up of
faculty, staff, students and
c~mmunity members. devised
the idea of a fund-raising network during subcommittee
work earlier this year. The

I>'lbcommittees were crt!ated to
study and recommend ways to
increase fu::tlinli! for intercollegiate at . '?tie> and ways
to increase effiCiency &nd use of
available dollars. A fil,al report
was sent to Mace on July 12.
Mace attended the Nov. 26
lAC meeting to report back on
the subcommittee's recommendations and althougb
several lAC membeu contacted Wednesday remembered
being told by Mace about Burris
and his involvement in the
network, Un:! discussion 01 the
matter does not appear in the
mnn:tes of that meeting.
(Continued on Page 2)
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EnvironDlentalists
stand up for trees
By I\lary Ann McNulty
Staff Writer
The environmentalists claim
the tret'S located on either side
of Route 1:1, east of the
liniv~rsity Mall are beipg
threatened by develOJY.llalt and
must be saved.
The city manager claims the
money isn't .vailable to purchase this area at $100,000 ao
acre. ~n if the city receives a
50 pen:st reimbursement from
thelUinel1t .J)ep8rtm~nt of
. Conservation.
.; The owner-developer of three
8Cm; to the south of tile highway daims he isn't going to
destroy the wooded area and
may poslIibly even plant more
trees in this area.
The controversy over these
trees. located in a post oak
flatwood. brought several environmental groups before the
City Council Monday to discuss
what actions shoulo and could

1 ~ three acres located Ut the
north of the highway are not
threatened by development in
the near future. according to the
city staff.
The council will consider a
resolution at the Dt'Xt formal
meeting Monday. urging the
Illinois Deparbnent ot Conservl.ltion to buy the land to the
soulh. Another resolution the
council is scheduled to consider
urps the IlliDois Department Gf·Trausportation ." purchase the
three wooded 8Cl'ft located 10
the notth (If the highway. This

area will be bouDoed by hiell·
ways aller the proposed St.
Louis bypass is constructed.
The controversy over the
devplopment of this area occurred after IDOC Director
David Kenney wrote a letter t:)
Carbondale Mayor Jldns
staff pftoIo..., ......" Klauk
Fischer In November. 'J],ing
that "every pc.~~ ;;"'~-"II ' to
BUNT - Two-yeaMtld Katie Gocbl Lalewood SbeppiDg Center, east of C~
prevent the destruction uf these
"small. . beautiful wood~d ad bel'motber, Sherry, of cambria, searcll dare.
be~encWncil directed City areM" be taken.
for tbaC perfed Cbristmu tree at the
Manager CalTOn Fry to set up a
Ki:tUIC'y said Wednesday there
meeting with the develope.'"S- is a lJOSSibility that the IDOC
_owners of the land located to tl-e could reimburse the city for
, south to determine their ~' ••IS 50 percent of the land's cost
for the three acres where ~ the land and water
development threatens the
(Continued on Page II J
trees.
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Approval expected

Vote set for. athletics fee hike

CampliS lJake samples
to be tested for PCB
Meister Kid teSU 'Nill first be
Penner
conducted
to determine
Staff WrilH'
Pollution Control workers will whether the fluid - which is
used
to
cool
sealed
electrical
collect samples Thursday fr~m
Campus ~ke to det~rmll~e transformers - does in fact
contain
PCB.
M~ster
said
~ the
whether a highly tOXIC flUId
entered the lake from a tran- fluid does not C<Jlltain PCB, Uk:;
sfos'mer lea& in Health Service, tests on the &ilmples will be
accorlll:l1J to John Meist~r. unnecessa,y_ ';he samples will
director of SIU-C Pollution be taken 00 the assumption that
the.e is PCB present in the
Control.
Meister said samples will be Ouid, Meister said.
Meister said Pollution Cootrol
taken f. om the lake sediment at
the point where the fluid couIc ·workt'rI will take the lake
have entered the lake via a samples Thursday to avoid
stream that flows from Health having to take them during
extremely cold weather.
SErvice to the lake.
It was disclosed this swnmer However, be said aU of the
that liniverllity officialli bad glassware for the tests on the
discovered tbat an unknown Ouid and the samples bas DOt
quantitf of fluid possibly arrived. and that the actual
k'sts cannot be conducted until
contain~:'·~ . polychlorinated
biphenyl 'PCB) bad leaked aU of the equipment is received.
Meister said samples will be
from a transformer in the
basement of the Health Service. taken only frItm the point where
It was later disclosed that the the fluid would ha\'e entered the
transformer bad been leakilW lake, and not f:om other parts
(Continued on Page 11 ~
since Novembe~, 1975.

By Diana

By

a... RobiDsoD

siaff "'riter
The sm Board of Trustees

meets Thursday in Carbondale
(ee increases (or
SIU-C. including a $10 increase
in the athletics fee whi-:b is
reportedly assured of passage.

- to vote OIl four

Warren. whose votes are only
advi:;ory. are expected to oppose the increase. Trustee
Wayne Heberer's position is
unkllOY'Il.

The board and its staff have a
policy of not commenting
publicly on any specific

u:se~e::~~t!~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ c~~~~;~J:'::S

is open to the public.
A source close to the boor]
indicated that the athletics f~
increase seemed assured of
approval. with Trustees Harris
ROVt'e. William Norwood, Ivan
Elliot. Jr. and Carol Kimmel
apparently supporting it. Those
four would constitute the simple
majority needed for approval.
But the source said there was a
possibility the t)oard could be
persuaded to "!lay Its vote on
the proposal , ..til 1M audit of
the inte~c.· .egiate athletics

HrOWIl said he could not
renember the hard enr

·lC\li.."1~ dOV': "

~ee in'TeBSe

requesleci by a campus
p.-esident. Brown has held
var:ous ~iuons in 1M SIU
administlRlton since 1966.
Acting President Hiram
Lesar Wednnday elaborated on
his statement that SIU·C's
internal auditor had presented
him with f;gures supporting the
need for an incrNse in the
athletics fee. Althcrugb the audit
01 the athletics budgets is not

~~:ri;nf~~~,::' bl'::rtini~ . =~ .!:n~~r.:.te;ls!~.,-

com.'Iletell.

'
~ A.D. Vltn Meter,Jr.
and . GeorgI) ,. ilkins had
prival..,Iy ,-apressed doubts
about' • ::!ttaletics budgets, the;.
SOIJI'a.' . aid. Student Trustees
Robert Saal and Greg/JI'J

the figuree were the result of It
preliminar/ namination It. the
athletics b.;dgets submitted by
Vice President for Univel'Sity
Relations C.eorge Mace.
He said the fagura indicated
that without the fee increase,

intercollegiate

athletics'

$361,333 projected defi"it would

turn into a real deficit.
On Mondav. the Graduate
Sfudent CoImcil sent Lesar a
couroay copy of a sta~ment in
opposition to the fee increase
that it intends to prt>St,nt to the
bo.'lro In it, the GS(, a~ that
lhe vote ,,;"I the increase be
delaved until the audit is
com~eted. Lesar denied that
his announcement of the
auditor's preliminary findings.
which was made on Tuesday.
was an advance response to the
GSC statement. He said be he
had not yet even read the
statement.
In responllt! to the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee's qualified endorsement,
of the increase, askin~ that the
extra money obtamed be
distributed eq".:aUy between Ute
men's and women's programs,
Lesar saidbf, thought equal
dlstribution wookl bP achieved
by Fiscal Year 1982. : Jut he sai'.i
he would oppose an amendment
to the proposal binding the SIUC administration to equal
distribution, if one :lOIIft'e offered
Tln;rsday.

Reactions to fake IDs differ

Petition, letter help resolve
Triad maintenance complaints
I!y Leanne W.llma.
Staff Writer
A rormalletter and a petition
signed by about 500 Triad
residents have been instrumental in resolving complaints of unsanitary conditions
at the Triads, house council
representatives .id.
The Triad house council
which represents three east
campus residence halls - has
charged that
University
housing did not respond until
this week to a list of nine
maintenance grievances, which
were brought to the attention of
University Housing Director
Sam Rinella in October.
Rinella said steps to alleviate
some of the nine gr ;evances
have already been taken, "but it
just takes time." AU of the
grievances will be resolved by
next semes~er, he said.
"Why should it takf! a 'etter
and a petition to get something
done?' Triad house council
secretary Bob Sagendorf said.
"I think Rinella is doing a good
job, it's just that somewhere
down the line someone isn't

doing his job."
Sagendorf, a junior in health
educalion, said the council
originally
processed
its
grievances through the proper
University hGusing channels,
but nothing was done to resolve
complaints. The council's
decision to cireulate a petition
among residents demanding
that something be done was
made earlier this month,
Council Vice President Bl lice
BeUak said.
In October, the council informed
Coordinat{,r
of
Residence Life John Sonnen of
conditions which the council
thought posed health and safety
hazards to residents. The
council also went to the housing
:lrea's business manager, Erma
McAdamis, with its complaint ..
!It that time a,~tI still !!Othing
was done, Sagendorf said.
Rinella was made aware of the
council's complaints but did not
respond until this week.
One of the grieo'ances cha.-ges
that there is a laclt of security at
(Continued on Page 11)
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bars revealed
establishments

that three
confiscate

;~rd!~W;'

turn away at the door, patrons
who are believed to be using
false IDs.

Managers of Sgt. T. J. McFly's, The American Tap and
The Dugout, ::>aid the) instruct
their employees who aereen IDs
pt the door to confiscate those
that are "obv:ously" fake. They
later turn the IDs over to local
police.

Representatives of Gatsby's,
SilverbaU and Second Chance
said they do not confiscatfl IDs,
but if they believe people are
using fake IDs, they turn them
away at the door.
Joe Martin, manager of The
American Tap. 518 S. Illinois,
told the Liquor Control Commission Monday ~hat four~
IrA believed to be fake were
confl3C8ted from people at-

tempting to enter the bar last
weekend.
Guice Strong, Jackson County
as.c;istant state's attorney. said
his interpretation of the Illinois
Revised Statutes. is that confiscation of allegedly false IDs
by bar employees working at
the door is legal.
According to Strong. Chapter
38, Section 107-3 of the Illinois
Revised Statute;, states: "Any
person may arrest another
when he has ceasonable
arounds to believe that an oftense other tharl an ordinance
violation has occurred."
Strong said evidence in such
cases, like a fake 11>, may be
held by the person making the
arrest until police can pick it up.
"Evidence can be seized
pursuant to a civilian arrest
under any circumstances."
Strong said.
Chapter 43, Section 131 of the
statutes ';sts the use or carrying
of a false 10 or the supplying of
the 10 of one person to another
as Class B misdemeanors, a
state criminal charge.
"I would say that if there is no

search involved. I t' .ink the
. bcuncer can hold the 10."
Strong added.
Jack Price. manager of Tile
Dugout. lot W. Monroe, defined
an "obvif'USly" fake 10 as one
which can be idE-ntified by
markings or cut marks made
around the numerals on a
I'
ther I
driver's lCf'DSe or 0
.orm of
10.
"You can usually see places
where IDs have been cut or
a 1leP'd with a flashli~'lt," Price
added.
Price, Dave Ousley <day
manager at The American Tap)
anrl ~~.rt Schiffler, manager
:If SJ!t. T. J. McFly's, said their
poiicy is to tum away patrons
can-ying IDs ·'lSpected to be
false, those that are "ob-.
viously" false are confiscated.
Strong added that the JackSl)n
County Statp's Attorneys Office
will "eagerly" pro9i!Cute cases
of false ID presented to them.
"If they (minors) try to beat
th~ system by using someone
else's 10 or a fals'! ID they'U get
in trouble, to Strong said.

Burris denies he was offered post

DUJ.y~
Publdhed daily i .. the Jou,rolism and
Egyp1ion laborotooy.•••ept Sotvrdoy.
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By Bill Crowe
StaR Writer
A survey of six Carbondale

(Continued from Page 1)
One lAC member said Mace
also told the committee that
letters concerning the network
and signed by BW'!is bad gone
out to ~oo corporations
thtoughoot the state. Burris
said he "bas no knowledge of
that."
lAC member Betty Mitchell
said Wednesday that Burris was
"one of the key penple involved
in getting tMt group tthe
network) goir.g. Tbey expected
to raise $IOO.IlOO."
"Mace must have mentioned
that at the lAC meeting."

Mitchell added.
"Inferences were being made
that he /Burris) had been
contacted .. I was of the
assumption that he had accepted," said Tom McGinnis,
another lAC member.
.iecm Paratore. c;;..mtinator of
intr.amural recreation, called
for Mace to "come baek (to the
lAC) witt· <\ written explanation."
"I'm dumbfounded. I don't
know why Dr. Mace would say
that it's aU set up when Mr.
Burris has not yet been contacted."

I"
.
.
.
.
I

Although Paratore said Mace
may have assigned someor-else in his office to contact
Burris, "that's a responsibility
he should take on," she added.
Neither Mace nor Associate
Vice President for- University
Relations Jerry Lacey was
available for comment Wednesday.
When asked by the Daily
Egyptian last month about the
status of Ule network, Mace said
that Burris would serve as
chairman oi "a committee of
prominent alumni to raise
funds."
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Carter urge~ boost
in defense spending
WASHINGTON IAPI President Carter. in his £irst
policy address since the Iranian
crisis began.. is proposing a fiveyear boost In defense spli'lding
to m~t &!viet challenges and
alkwa quicker U.S. reaction in
rem ore trouble spots.
White House press secretary
Jody Powell said Carter's
speech Wednesday to a
prestigious business audience in
the White House East Room
was not prompted by events in
Iran.
Before his speech. Carter
approved a defense budget
caJling for 3.5 percent "real
growth" in military spending
next year.

Iranian t/iplomals
pXJWllpfl from u.s.
WASHINGTON lAP) - The
State Department on Wednesdayordered the expulsion of
8:t Iranian diplomats from the
United States within five days.
The order made it clear that the
actiun was being taken as I[
result of the continuing crisis in
which Iranian militants have
held 50 Americans in hostage in
Tehran since Nov. 4.
State Department &pOkesman
Thomas Reston stressed tha~
the United States is !"Jot
breaking diploudttic relations
with Iran and said there are no
plans to order the Iranians to
close tbeir embassy in
Washington Ui" their consulates
in four other cities.
Reston described the move as
one of a series of "T.le;.'sured
steps"
to
demonstrate

C1\~.n:oCD~._~up

J.1'(" t'l'~

nuwJUI

Jury (·harfTPs man
-

~

wi!h kitlnap>lJing

r
SPRINGFIELD lAP) -

Monday thru Saturday

A

.c\lso we will be adding
dinners to our ~nenu soon!

New Mexico man was charged
~ednesOay by a federal grand

.JU11' with kidnapping in con-

nection with the abduction last
October of a woman in Decatur.
Walter A. Cholmondeley Jr .•
22. of Hio Rancho. N.M .• was
charged with kidnapping bv a
21·person grand jury. Judge J.
Waldo Ackerman of U.S.
~:n~~t~~rt set no arraign-

133 feared killed
in Colombia quake
BOGOTA. Colombia (AP) A powerful earthquake rolling

through the Colombia-Ecuador
border zone berore dawn
Wednesday leveled homes and
touched orf tidal waves. killing
Cat least 133 persons and injuring
as many as 2.000. officials said.
Rescue teams said searchers
were probing rubble in six
ilattene": southern Colombian
costal cities. They said bet,.,een
200 and 2,000 persons were
reported missing
The Colombian Red Crosg
declared the entire southwest
coast a disaster area and
President Julio Cesar Turbay
ordered the army to begin
rescue operations.

I

WE WILL NOW BE
OPEN 7AM rro 7PM

Anlerican concern over the
holding of the American
hostages in Tehran.
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ceditorial'
A new chapter is added
to athletics mysteries
mE MOST RECENT CHAPTER in the series of mysteries,
9Uestlons and controversies concerning the athletics program and
!ts well-:documented financial dilemma should provide for some
mteresbng debate at today's meeting of the Board of Trustees.
The disclosure by lllinois Comptroller Roland Burris, an SIU-C
alu~~. that he had not. been contacted by officials of this
Umver5lty ~o serve as chairman for a committee of prominent
alumru de51gned to ~romote Saluki athletics is not by· itself
mysterious. Nor is It particularly curious that Burris feels
chairmanship of such a committee might be in conflict with his
position as chief financial officer of the state.
However the plot thickens when George Mace. vice president for
University relations, makes st.atements to apparently anyone
who'Ulisten, including the trustees, that just the opposite is true.
"lIY mE CONFUSION!
For one thing. it fits very well within the cOntinuing saga of
athletics ftmding Ilt SIU-C. The semester began witll an~ncement.. !bat. sho~alls of enrollment, overprojections oi fee
~me a~ tmpald ~ills fro~ the previous year combined with
mIStakes m accounting to bring the athletics program to a flSCat
zero hour. The "projected" deficits for the future and very real
"shortfalls" from the past grew larger as the semester
progressed. So too grew the confusioo about the athletics budget
and the proposal to increase the student athletics fee by $10. It
could ~ that the. in~actable problem of budgeting for inte~flegIate athletics IS beyond the comprehensiUl of anyone
outside of the Office of Univershy Relatiolls; but that is not likely.
Beyond the budgetary problems, there are several other
mysteries that beg to be solved. There is the curious aUocation of
student fees to the Saluki Flying Team, an organization that will
not ~ify as Slp-C's 12th sports tea~ ~d is not recogilized by the
National Collegiate Athletics Associauon, at a time when the
athletics program is in peril of spending more thAn it earns or has
appropriated for it . There is also die decision to ~~ignate water
~Io as the Salukis' 12th sport even though a water polo team has
little or no chance to produce revenue to support itself and has
limited interest on campus. It is even more puzzling that although
Mace bad promised to seek the advice of the btercollegiate
Athletics Committee on the selection of the 12th sport he never
sought the counspl of that body. Neither did Mace seek the lAC's
opinion ~fore presenting the fee increase to the Board of Trustees,
a fact which should cast a shadow over the whole proposal.
m~RE ARE. SOME OmER ITEMS worth noting. It is in~estmg that mlDutes of the lAC's most recent meetings did not
mclu~ Mace's discussion of the special ftmd-raising committee

and his defense of the appropriation &0 the Saluki Flying Team.
Also. the "preliminary" findings of the audit called for "t the last
Board of Trustees meeting by acting President Hiram Lesar were
released Tuesday-just io time for the trustees to review before
acting on the fee increase proposal. The findings are little more
than a scant review of the budgets submitted by Mace which are a
source of some controversy by themselves.
Now the situation is further muddled by Mace who told the
trustees that Burris has "agreed to serve" IJIl a ftmd raising
committ~ which is supposed to help ease the fmancial burden on
the athletics program-a statement repudiated by Burris.
Mystery makes for "000 ",amng but poor administrdtion.
Mystery will ~nly be added ;! the Board of Trustees app."'"Oves such
a controversial fee increase t-efore the audit is comph~" and
before the role of intercollegiate athletics at SIU-C is en\JJated.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

RF

·C£ettetS
Throwing out bread heels is waste
It's the anxiety and the guilt
built up inside that keeps me
awake. My nightmare comes on
like a Woody Allen sequence.
From a darkened stage on the
right I see mother slowly come
to light io black and white
saying
cooly,
"Eat it
ALL ..... hildren are dying in
China." Then at left stage
young Oliver Twist lifts his
innocent bowl toward the coot
and says, "Please sir, I want
more," ooly to get walloped
with a wooden ladle. With
mother leering at me on one
side and Oliver ('rying on the
other, I begin to hear this loud
roar or empty stomachs from
somewhere deep underground.
Suddenly. at center stage, flush
with living color, is the face of a
food service employee saying,
C:!~t =I~~' back there just
The stage goes dark and
vacant again, but the same
sequence repeats, only faster
and faster tmtil all I can hear is
a deafening staccato, "mother
sighing ... Oliver cryir.g .•.chij.·
dren dying," while the
dominating face of the sand'!Vic~ ma~er is sneerlng,
Jeermg, Singing clearly "I
can't reach back there just for
that heel!"
I wake up starUed ill a
crescendo of sweat and tears.
I can't ever escape the indelible images carved on nly
cranium in childhood, but wt.at

;;!.

does escape me is why thal
server could not have fingerskipped around the remaining
six slices left in the loaf of rye
bread in the 02sis Snack Bar
last week afternoon, or could
not have simply opened the loaf
from its other end.
But no, my requ.;:st, "Please.
can I dave the heel," 'tently and
unmistakenly poiltt', was
crushed by the bold reply,"1
CAN'T REACH BACK THERE
JUST FOR THAT HEEL!"
Knowing that nearly every
heel of every loaf gets tossed
daily into the trash tmused, I
revolted in prinCiple. but I
didn't bang my head out the
window and shout. "I'm mad as
hell and I'm not going to tak!: It
anymore!" My rebellion was
restrained. aloof, I simo:y said
softly, "I don't want ~!18t," to
the half-made sandwich of two
sheared slices of rye, and
walked quickly away.
But I'm plagued with anxiety
and guilt-no so mUl:h for
mama past, or Dickens' Oliver.
or for the Cambodian children
ttJday. but mainly b..eause as
the incldmt slides into rusting
history. I can't decide who was
more insensitive, tie who
snubbed an uneaten sandwich
into the slop bucket. or she who
said. "I can't reach back there
just for that heel!"
Hal Powers
Graduate, Journalism

Supporters should foot' athletics bill
It is the impression of many
that student interest in at·
tending IHiaieiie events has
declined considerably over the
years. I for one have attended
only one athletic e\'ellt in the
five years that I've lived here in
Carbondale, and yet I have paid
a considerable swn in athletic
fees.
In this era of economic tmcertainty it is necessary, I
believe, to evaluate the
usefulness of the intercollegiate
athletics programs. Perhaps it
would be too bold to say that
athletic events are part of a
dying social institution here at
C\IU-C, that .:~ are destined to
foii~' ~.<path of the malt shop,
the sock hop, aod the i.d.
bracelet, but let's face it. not
that many students give a damn
about collegiate sports, feeling
it is a crime to be forced to
support 'hem for those who 8tiU
do care. Being a woman, I feel
especi:uly ripped-off for having
had to pay so much for so I~.
The hlct that the Women s
Intercollegiate Athletics
Program is finally achieving
some !It::.us does not affect my
long-lost interest
I am here for an education. I
strongly believe in physil'al

I,
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education and in fitness and
gladly pay my Recreation
fees; however, I am not
here to play competitive games
nor to watch others do so. I have
no desire to support collegiate
~al!l~; 3nd furthermore, when
indlvtduab become seriously
injured and even paralysed, as
was the case this semester, I
regret that even a cent fIf mine
was spent on such activities.
I strongly suggest thtt the
burden of funding be pl&.:ed 00
those who wish to m:Jintain
collegiate sports as It social
institution here at SlJj-C.
Perhaps in the futare certain
schools will be gu.red entirely
toward sport.. and the training
of athletes, but fol' the pr"!lellt
here on this campl.'S, there
other priorities at hand.
F!nally, to Kurt .l3oyle, who
beheves that the graduate
students in Theat.~e would
rather see men prancing
around in pink tifhts than
playing football, wei, that was
a cheap trick. both low and
ineffectual. 1 understand that
the Marines are looking for a
few good men.

~nter

are

Maxine Weyant
.Senior, Psychology ,

Equipment problems
not caused by dean
As a student in Radio-TV for
the past 2 years, I'm all too
aware of the broken equipment
dilemma. As a former employee of the dean's office in
Communications and Fine Arts,
I am also aware of the
budgeting process. II don't
tmderstand it. but I know how it
works.)
As per Breiner's suggestion (I
also kOlov.- the language), I
talkf'd with Dean Hunt about
the conflict between Broad·
(,dSting Services and the Radio".V department.
The basic process goes
something like this: The dean
gives ~ch of the nine departments in CCFA a lump sum, to
be divided into six areas. Each
department is responsible for
bow it chooses to divide its
moneys; i.e., how much will go
into each of the six lines. The
line we are concerned with at
this point is Contractual Ser·
vices, which includes repair
services.
Broadcasting
Services
allocates approximately onethird of its moneys for Contractual Services. The RadiI)TV department, on the other
Nlild, spends only about onesixth of its tdtal for the same
P.!'~, Why Radio-TV has chosen
to do this is not the dean's
problem. It is the department's
problem.
.
·'Why isn't something ~!r.g
done about this?" everyone is
asking.
Apparently
the
department is considering
hiring a sort of '·on-call"
repairman that would aHeviate
the problem !)f broken equipment in 300M. But 1 don't know
for sure. You ought to ask the
chairman of the Radio-TV
ck{Iartment

JennyNeison
Senior. Hadio-TV

ko..; '0
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Gyrating ~igolos enthrall fans
with provocative pumps, pap
By Paula Walker
Ent.ertainmftl& Editor
At 8:15 Tuesday night the bar
was packed. Outside. women
waited in long lines as the
doorman kept saying "No seats
left, girls." The women just
smiled. handed him money. and
walked in.
He finally shouted to the man
directing cars in the parking
lot: "No more cars. There's no
more room."
Inside DuMarot'. the colored
lights flashed to the heavy bass
sound of the disco mUsic.
Women of all ages and
descriptions packed in. some
Sitting on the dance floor. other..
sharing barstools. At a table by
the stage. womell passed a copy
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of
"Playgirl"
featuring
Jeramiah Shastid on the cover
and centerfold.
As the Budweiser clock struck
8:30, the catcalls and clappi ••g
began. A taU. innocent·faced
disc jockey announced "Ladies.
you should hang on and have a
few more drtnks. Here are the
Eagles
with
'He~rtache
Tonight.'
That's
what
Jeramiah's gonna give you."
The disc jockey's voice
drowned in the resulting melee.
Seemingly all of the 35O-plus
women screeched and booed
their anxious disapproval at the
delays. But finally, aftt!r a 45minute eternity. the big
mament arrived: spotlights.
then dancers.
Tnere was Jeramiah. a
stocky, swarthy 28-year-old;
and beside him. two lessers.
Dancing first was Jim Oden. a
thin. pale man dressed in a pale
orange midr:~r top with matching bell-bottom pants. Next
prauced George Lang. a taU,
thi" man 'lIVcaring • yellow
out.fit that matched Oden's.
Each took his tum on the
dance floor, snatcbing won,1m
from the audience to sbaro! tIM>
dance. Their dat:ces, it you will,
were little more than wild,
pelvic "humps." And when they
danced with a woman, she was
usually the object of the tbr..sts.
But the evening's tn.at was
yet to coma. Amid frenzit.>d

=

JeramJab Sbastid
SllUt!81s of ''Take it off! Take it

off!" Oden leaped from the
stage, gyrating and squirming.
As he slinked across the floor.
he eased his scrawny body from
the confines of his suit, unveilin::- a skimpy g.string,
eliciting impassioned "ahhhs."
Lang and Jeramiah repeated
Oden's performalK"a, and the
passion of the crowd increased
with each wriggle.
As Jeramiah wrapped up the
finlt set by inviting the audience
to dance. chairs were overturned and purses trampled by
a stampede of stimulated
w~,",. Those too slow found no
room 01."\ the Oonr, but managf'd
to~J::mU::: ;:~inhis way
back onto the stage. a few en-

b epa eueurs rushed 10 meet him

there. Soon. Lang and Odell
were left alone on the dance
floor. They walked on stage and
around the edges of the crowd,
but nobody noti«:ed.

In the dressing room between
sets, Jeramiah said the purpose
of his act IS not to get women
sexuallyanwl5ed. "I don't think
WOmtlD get aroused from
waiclJingourshow.1 don't think

Gift Ideas
JCPenney
presents

Flori
Roberts®.
We now corry Flori Rober~
which addres 8$ itself to the .."icauQSIMICt of dark..- ski ...
Come to JCPenney cmd have

0"_

beauty -'Ysis by our consulfant. ,iuquillo
, Jona. She'" reccomend the best Flori
Roberts* cosmetics for your skin ' - and
type. Weve got 0 full line for you to
choos. from.

(Continued on Pag. 6)
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Music ,class causes confusion
as

By Craig DeVriHe
S&aff Writer

Music 375. "Music Mercbandising II." is a course that
offers students interested in all
facets of commercial music an
opportunity to learn the ins and
outs of the business. But under a
signif"lcanUy difkrent format
this year, the class bas been
subject to a lot of confusion.
The class is listed in the
StIrin« schedule as a "Music
Merchandising II" with a
prerequisite of Music 374.
"Music Merchandi.~ing." But
according to Henry Romersa.
inslructor' of the course. it " a 3hour, one semester class with
pn!ftqUisite.
Romersa said the name of the
class is also misleading. This

lID

yea:- the class deals centrally
with the commercial aspects of
the music business. 01 which
merdIandising is only a part. It

MYers such diverse areas
recording. engineering.
copyright laws. cash now and
songwriting.
Romersa. who has worked in
the music industry much of his
life. took over the course this
year after its ~riginal intstructor. Nick Koerligstein. left.
He said he reammged the class
to a broader. more practical
approach.
.
The class is centered around
four one-day field trips to Nashville. where students meet
people involved in the music
industry and are introd..;ced to
the different areas of production. Transportation for the
trips is provided by tbe
Uruversity.
In addition to the field trips.
Romersa said the class meets
about 8 times in Carbondale for
discussions and tests
The course is br<*.~ down

AWlpe~r1 s.ttl{fj£omra"~
··Spe<;ioUzing in !).Jrltroom Suppli ....

into four modules: recording
and engineering. business,
publicity and distribution and
socgwriting and promotion.
Romersa.said he also arranges
for students intereSted in other
fields to IT'eet personally with
~omeone in that field.
Bl!n Ingarssia. a lI'erchandising
student
this
semester, has nothing but
praise for the course.
"I have found it to be a very
exciting class." said Ingarssia.
who hopes to become a
songwriter. "rm now more
decided than rver that 1 want to
be in commercial music."
Ingarssia credit~ Romersa,
who he says is involved in many
facets of music and knows
many innuential people in the
industry. for making the cou."lU!
work.
"Mr. Romersa is a very
dynamic person." he said.

TIJf A!1<Irlt Prill[ Galll'T,n
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Crowd loves male 'disco' dancers
(Continued from Page 5)
90 per'CeIIt of them would be

ready to jump in bed with us.
It's just an emotional release.
TIley laugh and have a ~ood

!!!:d. That's mtertainment, • he
He added that he doesn't use
thesbow to pick up women. "Iff
did that I would be prostituting
my mediwn." he said.

form years. '" started becaUS2
I wanted to find out what
women like," he said. "It had a

springboard effect. I found out
that the money was good and
the ",ark was easy. and it gives
me a chance to do more im·
portant things.
Those more important things

are obtaining a master's degree
in oceanography. which he is
now working on. and paying off
his two diving shops. Jeramiah
said August of 1980 wiD mark
the end of his dancing career.
He then flaIlS to teach divir.g .')
potentia instructors and open
another diving shop.

~iah bas beeP tiancing

WIIERE'S mE RECESSION!

NEW YORK lAP) - To the
surprise 01 economists who had
been forecasting a recession.
retail sales apparen:ly turned
strong again in November.
AU year long. they've been
talking about the "oming
recession. and now it appears
that it won't appear in 1979.
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'Luna' good, but long and confusing
By Edw.... R. Berry
Stadent Writer
Imagine being a 15-year-old
heroin addict searching for
your real father in a foreign
country. If you can. then you
can begin to understand Bernardo 8ert'llucci's "Luna."
Matthew Barry plays the part
of 15-year-old J~ph Winter,
whose mother, CaloJrina Silveri
(Jill Glayburgh), has devoted
. her life to the opera.
Throu",hout the beginning of the
movie Joe tries to relate to his
parents. but they only push him
off to the side to keep bim from
interfering with their trip to
Italy.
When J'le asks his father
(Fred Gwynne, better known QS
television's Hennan Munster)
why he is drinking during the
day, IUs father responds with a
story. He tells Joe about a
movie he saw on Cbinese cable
television the night before about
an old Chinaman who was
spealting in his native tonque
while the subtitles were bemg
shown in Chinese.
This example typifies Joe's

I 'f"'IINr. IS • • lff."nIU!lI
PREPARE FOR:

VittorioStoraro. who worked on
"Apocalypse Now" and "Last
~7?eview
Tango in Paris." If the viewers
don't like the plot or have
relationship with his father. He trouble (ollowing it, then at
never can understand or really least they'll be able to enjoy the
reach out and grasp his fat.lJer beautiful shots of Italy's
(:'1IUJltryside .
dose to bim.
"Luna" is a very serious
Shortly after their conversation his father dies of a movie about a very serious part
heart attack. ,Joe's mother of life. Incest is a very touchy
decides to take Joe aiong with subject, especially when it is
her to Italy after the fl.Dlereal. being portrayed on the screen.
Caterina feels lost without her Bertolucci was able to get his
trusband and takes JOf' along to point acro.~. but he combined
pve her confidence to perform too many subplots. "Luna"
deals simply with the exposure
m the opera.
Matthew Barry is radiant as of in~~t and how it can affect
the young heroin addict, torn
f~'!!~h' ~:s~.
between his search for his real
father and his resentment for distracts fn.m the rea) plot.
his mother, whom he feels
Overall, "Luna" is a good
never really accepted him.
movie, as long as you have the
Jill Clay burgh giv..s us a patience to sit through it and
cameo performance as the accept the confusion of the plot,
incestuous mother trying :0 win which will more or less explain
over her son's respect. But, itself in the end. Bertoluccci has
without the presence of Mat- succeeded in putting together a
thew Barry, the movie tends to film that most otber film·
drag a little. The director of makers wouldn't attempt. Even
photography for the film. wbich though the mm is complex. the
IS shot mostly outdoors, is
subject mklter is good.
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Calipre present.

.......................

season's las' play
:\II evening of inte!"pretation
.. ill be presented at 8 p.m.
Friday on the Calipre Stage on
the second floor of the Communications Building as the
final Calipre production of the
fall 1979 season.
"Studio Night Live" will
feature works adapted, directed
and performed by the Department
of
Speech
Communication's reader's theater
c1a:os, Speech 474. A relaxed.
informal coffee-house atmosJlhe!"e will be created for the
production.
Admission to the show to; S1.50
and refreshments wiD be In- •
cludEd. Tickets may be purchased at the door or by phoning
453-2291 from 1 to 4 p.m.
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Civil Service bargai,"ers elected
Bv

Shfl~...

Davis

staff wriier

Miehele Edwards. of the
College of HuotaD Resoor\~
wiD take offire Tuesday as
ehairwomen of the Civil Servil'e
Bargaining Organizaion.
Other aific:ers eJected in the
manth-Jong electioo that began
ir. NOVfltIber are: vice dlair·
man. Rkhard Musgraves.
Offiee of Research and
Development: secretary.
Phyllis MeCowen. health
eucr.atioo; and treasurer. Gary
Aliid, Office of Admissions and

members." ShP. said she thinks
CSBO is still three years away
from being in a "union position"
and' Rl'"ter involvement of
~hers can help CSBO evolve
from being an association to
~.ng a union..
Lee
Hester,· outgoing
chairman and major force
behind the formatioo 01 a
bargaining organization for
Civil Servire employees. said he
is glad a woman was elected to
bead CSBO since the majority

Records

lJr~

Sehnen. purchasing:

and IRvid Wi!CODOII. Moms
Library.
Although Edwards has not yet
formulated goals for her term.
~ said she would Uke to
"ct\ .. monic.te more with

'1lcti~ities
'7o~::~I:a~:=~
L:ii
1046

Southern Illinois CoIlegj.ate Sailing
(fub. meeting. 9 p.m.. LawSOQ
151.

Ar:..El:~r.::nRI~~ ~Iing. 7:30
Forestry Club. meetlng. 7 p.m.,

The School of Medicine wiD hold its annual C!tri'Jbnas
VarietY Show at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Ste;renso.f. Arms
Dormitory. Tickets are $2 and may be purc:hJSed in
Lindegren HaD, Room 222. 'I'hose atfending are asked to
bring a c:ov~ dish. The program is c:o-sponsored by ~
Graduate Student CwnciJ.

[nten, .. tional Women's Group.

In~.t""re:: ~"

meeting. t

S~cmti¥:;~~ Wr;,r::i

of the
Hunler: 7 II 9 p.m .• Student
Center AudilTium.
~~llr ~l:::i. dance. p.m.•
Pre-mpllalla Pre-dental. meeting.

AI&::

SOC SPEEDRAILS
music by

NICKELS
(cover$J.OOJ

'4

~

549-3'32

213 E. Matn

..

~.'!

~,!,.

FOR ALL YOU R KEGGERS
CAlt YOUR 8&J Ois'. Co. campus ret'
Vic 549·0219; Forrest 536-5561
or call B&J at 549-7381

.

\,.

\

WE MAKE YOUR PARTY BETTER •

·lorgetubs
·BeerTrudc
·SoveCosh

"

WHERE IS
the

A1~~:; ~::nm~. 7:30 p.m .•
Muslim Student Association.

meeting. Il00II. SangamOll Room.
Free School-Soar. meeting. 7 p.m ..

lOC DRAFTS

The Vets Club is sponsoring a chili dinner fro.'1l 3 to 5
p.m. Saturday at the Community Center. corner of Oak
and Marioo streets. The club will meet at 1 p.m. Sunday at
the Little Brown Jug.

Student

..

~

The Southern Dlinois Audo.Ji:oo Society wiD meet at 1:30
p.m. Friday at the CMboodale iaving and Loan. Donald
R Dun. a member of a National Park Senrire team. will
present a talk titled. "A Trip DOWD the l..Oiorado River."
The nominating t:ommittee wiD present a slate of candidats for 1980 offices.

",eUIIlly Room A.

Thebes Room.

~QY\l'XElr

The La Leche League of Carbondale win hold the fourt!l
in a series of four moothly meetings at 7: 30 p.m. Thursday
at the home of Betsy Dunham. (;aU Linda Stentor. 45711292. for directions. "Nutritioo and Weaning" will be
disc:1BSed.

OrgamzatlClll. L'leetin&. 7 p.m.

B::~u:.x:·c:::::, ~f':·m

...

.~

,41....

The Plant and Soil Scienee Club wiD be seUing poinsettias from 8 a.m. to" p.m. Thursday and Friday in the
Student Center.

DavIS Auditorium.
M.drlgal Djnn'~r Concert, 6:30

t'':i~e'r~ar~~Pe

~

(9aI1lPUS Briefs

This was the first electioo of

officers to take plare since

<::SBO was organized in 1978.
At.'COnting to Naac:y Nelson.
head of tile electioo committee,
S.;, percent 00 the mail-io ooUots
9<ere retunM'd.
Five membo--:-:s-at-1arge. who
will participate in executive
sessions and serve 00 standing
committees. ~ also elected.
They are: Edwin Bryant,
Phvsical Plant; Flank Graff.
resean." and projects ftseal
managemerli: Anna 'J8wrenr.~.
Library of Livil\~ P~ailosoplvss;

of its members are female.
Hester. who did not run for reelection, said new leadershIp
was needed to .. allow
philosophies of other people to
be beard.
. I think once
)ou've reached the senior
citizen age. you should allow
younger ~e to ac:c:ept the
responsibility," he said.
Hester. as weU as other
former offirers of CSiiV. will
serve in "exnfficw" capacities
to the new executive board.

.

PLAZA LOUNGE
on Main Street Across
from the Holiday Inn

8

7 II.W..• Madunaw Room.

Challengers. meeting. 8:30 p.m.,
Ohio Room.

College Democrats. meeting. 7
p.m., Ballroom A.
Asian Sttxlies. meetmc. 7:38 p.m..
MISSOUri Room.

tonight-music by

CHICO

(If you find us, you'll be glad)

The

Hunter Boys
Freight Salvage Stores

WearEver Popcorn Pumper••••••••••••• '19.95

Northern Del"xe Heating Pad............4 •• 5
Dayton Chain Saws. 3.tcu.lnch. ......... '175.08
V'vltor ... Podeet Camera•••••••••••••• 22 •• 5

Star Wars Punch-out Books••••••••••••••••

uJoy of Cooking" Cookbook ••••••••• 1/2 price
.... Chambray Shirts. ................... 511.'5
Heart's "Dreamboat Annie" allium....... '3.50
Kenner Clos.-n-Play Phonograph. ••• o ••• '9.95
Kenner Play.... 'laybadc Orgo............15.00
Johnny Jump-up Baby Ex_el............... '5.35
1-5 Dally
Cioseci aUllHIGIV

Rt.51
North
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Goin,g hom.e no 'break 'for all
By Job. Carter
~onda,.

Editor
For most students. going
bome for the holidays is a
welcome relief, but ff;;.' others it
means confronting an unhappy
home environment-and thafs
not much 01 a vacation.
". wouIdn't caU thIS a 'major'
problem compared with the
~ • de~l with. ~t it. certainly
is In elUStenc:e. saId E. E.
Zimmerman.
counseling
psychoJocist at the Woody Hall
Counseling Center. "It is,
though. a major problem for
students who have to go home to
it."
ZimJ!lerman said that one
conflict tltat arises for some
students going home for a breBk
is dealing with separated or
divorced parents. Parental
squabbles and demands for
"t'qWl1 time" from each parent
are the mOM obvious and immediate problems. Zimmerman
said. though. that alternatives
for the student are simpler tban
might be expected.
Concerntng arguments, he
said that the student must be
able. in a sense, to sit back and
let the parents fight. Although
this might provide only temporary relief, it is better than
feeling guilty about the
situation as many students do.
Zimmerman said that the
students must realize that the
divorce is mO'lt likely not their
fault or responsibility. It is what
their parents want. and from
that perspective, the situation,
the relationship. should be
easier to deal With, if not c0nfront.
"It is very important for
students to re-evaluate their
relationships with their parents,
and to se2 them as individuals,
as adults," Zimmerman said.
"If students go into a stressful
situation and act and treat their
parents like adults. the wors!
the parents can do is not
reciprocate. It is also helpful for
the parents to step back and
view this person. the student. as
aD adult who eats-sleeps·lives

out there on his or her own."
Demands for "equal time"
oIten confront the students who
go home to find family, (including I>eparated or divorced
parents), friends and work in
conflict. Z mmerman said that
parents often make their sons or
daughten feel guilty about
spending time with either

fnends or jobs. He added that
parents don't have to put this on
the student. and the student
doesn't have to accept it.
". think that if students go
into ~ situation ready for a fight.
they n proo'1bly get it. But if
they go in the same situation
ready to handle it. they are
calm and assured."
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M. . . . . 417...,12

Order Early
for
Christmas

,Vtl.n"fo,,-t
"'AN""HHI~ 'liM1",11#

Sabin Audio
.yo"""

II
"""sounds I..... 0 """,i.
ortd cosls ....H ".."
0Technic. _,Itoble& rec_, Sob'"
S278 speak on,

0Discwosheo ".1 $1 UlO
-Mobile Fld.my records· $1395
_, __ TOK SA·C9U, ~,OOeo.,
~S3,45ea., MoocellUDXl-JIIiO.$I3gea

WE PAY 50% (AND IN SOME CASES MORE) FOR TinES THA

$ ARE
IN SALEABLE CONDITION AND ARE BEING USED
SPRING SEMESTER.

It..,.

WE HAVi PROFESSIONALS ON HAND WHO CAN BUY BACK

"the Hot... omp & preamp or......,

BOOKS OF VALUE BEING USED ON OTHER CAMPUSES,

M~'!"pft~o

......3771

"-1HftIoIy~"

PwttIIc"-llq.

..... ~'!OIIabIe
fewodmialon
""'ilied10 •....
",-ts
for _ _

:::::::

WE TELL YOU EXACTLY HOW MUCH WE ARE GIVING YOU
FOR EACH TInE.

-RTII Sotell".s..bwoofer system"'"
$1800 50/.$1200

un South Str_t

::::;::::r:/f{(:=::,IH'rr

CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU SELL - WE'RE PA''fING THE
HIGHEST PRICES WE POSSIBl Y CANI WE WANT YOU TO GET
THE MOST MONEY YOU CAN FOR YOUR USED BOOKS I
NO IlIATTER WHERE YOU PURCHASED YOUR TEXTBOOKS
YOU CAN SEll THEM SAO( AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

M,S. Ptog<"",inU<ban Affoira and
Policy ArIOIysis ot

Soutt.m IIhftois

~otEclwordsWIe.

" ' cvrricvfutft focusing

..-ncI

- .....
In,....... a....

~1iOn

jobo.
..........'OtIoft.

for

Ing

____

and

deI~.

~ and~pIonning.

Oppcwtuni_ 10 - " :and t.
poid), while studr1ng. 1ft ___
nthips wtth ogene_ 1iIo. I'rovideft.
&sf SI. '--b
May«' s OffIce, Metro HousirIg
1 1 - . and Sf. ~. Atts and

.. P....-.....

""'-ifieeC:~.

C""teet

~

~.

for _ _ flo.

,

Profes_ MorII 0Iuck_
..... :I2A. S.I.U.".
w-nMWIIe,1l62O:lli
" ' - , (61r.-629·3?62

.. univer/lly
.Oolillore
536-3321

City meters
t~ be 'bagged'
for holidays

Tilursday's PllZzip
ACROSS

51 " - Blue?"
58 SlatiOnS
60 Toll ,oad
63l1nc1e<J)8id
toiler.

Hay.
...",tli

10 ~MP IIIn6
FBI
14(.;...... ~I:>ZlI
15 W_
16 MOO. SlIIJj..
17 Moa.~
18 Rabelai$'

Holiday S~1'l' Wi!) be able
to park free 01 charge in the
Towne Cent",1 area beginning
at 8 ".m. Thursday. accOl'.:Iing
to City Manager Carron J. Fry.

n_

m!ilr:rde~ ~:i:!lir~i~~

king

20 Topers

University avenues, M'.JIlr..IP,
Jaf"k.iGr:and Washin~on streeb
ty; "bagged" fur the remainder
.,1 the year.
Randy Jackson. pt.lhlic infQrKlatioo officer ff)r the city.
said tiIis "'ill aU.:;.. lli:lSe who
want to shop downtown to do so
without paying for the parking
meters,
Fry said ihe bags would be
removed (r- ...... the meters the
first few d.I:1S of January.
Ron Steel~, director of the
Chamber of Commerce. worked
- . with F'ry to provide free parking
downt(\wn,
according
to
Jackson.
~teele
was
unavailable for comment
WedrIe'.lday.

56 $lair post

1er..-k.-

6-

2words

65 Magnitudes
66 Cellar
67 E..._
river
68 InactPIe

21 Trapper
69 Grm.
22"- - _ 70E.ln<t.
saytng"
waghts

2'. _119" CUI

7 f Tin alloy

2& Foot_
27 Swede. :.;;.

nnw~:

3O~GaI
31 G _ .
32 TL.....
34 -

.-oc:e:

5cJfIIy

38 Cyge
40 At no lime
42 Shabby
43 Meat CUI

45 Tasty
.7 Spasm
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1 JoI<enI

2 words
4 Deletes

5 HumecI

6 Cont,oIS
7 Russian

cz..
8 Pies

9 CIIeruba
10 Conl_
11 BMr - -

48 Force
50 Po.-

12 ResPle

52 Anoes1cn

19 toil

1=' SIIIe

21 Tarzan. e.g.
2. uoggy doc:

49 Heaodst_
51 Frvt

26 Trudge
27 Arrests
28 Dealh notice
29 MIlOne
33R\Mrs
35 Adding 1MCI'IIne

S2 Mauled
53 Famed liddie
54 s-.nty

36 Precise
37 Fonn.-Iy
39 Roof edge
41 Splits
44 Species
• .; Moisture

Jll!tntiall

s:.~

59 Ended
61 Composer
Jerome 62 Ferrara

,: . J/eQdfulII'tn-s

name

~.~

64 Ending lor
pat or rOd

~~'.".'

'The most compIe1e stock of natura.
foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

r2:;:~;' 100 West Jackson SL

65 Pe<dI

"' ............
~x~

Books must "lOve:
6,000 item3 to' be

(Betw8en Nar1ft illinois end . .

"2:'"
"'~

IIOld on SatuT.lay

rallraecU

Hours: 9:00 to 5'30 Mon..-&It.
F'tIclM .5011'-1741

Sunday 12 10 5

' " ' " '"

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
In

cup

8

or cone

All !he fwI aI Ie» CJ'e8M-pIUS !he good things aI yogun.
High In task>. low In fat. Natural fruit flewrs

·I
15¢
pecla
5
I

FIImClUS DIImcln quality.

The Friendo; of Morris
Library will ho'd a Jiquida,tioo
s:.ie of all books and ma g8Z1nes
from 9 a,m. to 2 p.m. Saturday
in the book sal(' room o! the blue
b'uracks east of tJ-.e railroad
tracks. eff Grand Avenue.
Over 6.000 items 14re offered.
The books deal with religion.
history. psychoWgy. geograph~.
literature and science. There IS
a wide selection of fiction. bo~
in hard cover and paperback.
All oroceeds from the sale .a: e
use4i' in purchase srecial
materials for the librarY which
-- are not possible to acquire with
state funds.

This coupon and 1~ entitles bearer
toareg.cuJ)OI'coneofDANNY·O

Coupon geM thru 12/31/7.

~-----~----------~
French Onion Soup

with FJurchase

~.?'~ ~~~

11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

'~--------------------~I

L~ IlEEP*P4IN

'~"';~' .. /Plzzfl
c:..

~..-.-

C: _ _ CARao_LE

........
...................
I CAl!l!1 ~~ i
~

0
.>0; -L
~
"'"

PRESENTS

IMJ
"'"

;; .~. Ed Clem Band

-=

G
_. g

•

II Friday and Saturday
II 11
., 4 a m
Ie·
p.m.
.•

ICHELO'BRSpYECIAL

r-ii7a;;;*3S;********i
I: ho 07!. Pitchers $2.00 i

;

(Country Rock)

• .

519 S. Ill1nol•

•

~
,on Oid Rt. 13'5
near lvfurphysboro ::
'..
.5.

;:: *****"'******************'******;t

FREE OLY DRAFT OR SODA WITH
PURCHASE OF ANY SANDWICH

_

Open DcllV for lunch at 11:30

(..:(,,..,e 0.'1(/ watch TV on our wide screen fe/evlslon

~ P~~~~~'n~~!"~!~'~~~~~'~.!~!':!'!~i~t~"; ~~;Jft~,[Q!H~.iann.w~~'t~,,~..lt'G..,lrrst~tl~~~m1iJll!lim~PJI~~mi!~
p.)?~ .....
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.esidents help resolve complaints
(Continued 'rom ?~ 2)

e Triads wlmn compared to
e high-rise residence halls.
ited as another grievance was
wooden foot4Jric.lge near the
riads that is mi~sing a
uardrail. Inoperative shower
rains were also cited as
rievances. Ventilation
lowers, which are located
nderneath garbage shoots.
'ere h"'Cluded on the list, When
he garbage shoots are opened
i1e biowers cin:ulate the smell

I

of garbage. Sagendorf said.
Also on the list was an
inadequate amount of bicycle
racks provided to Triad
reside ~ and floors not being
buffeQ vi' waxed adequately.
A copy of the letter was sent
to SIU Chancellor Kenneth
Shaw, SIU-C Acting President
Hiram Lesar and Vice
President for Student Affairs
Bruce Swinburne. The' council
wiD present the petition to
Swinburne Thursday, Sagen-

dorf Mid.

.

The maximum resident
capacity of the Triads - which
includes Boomer, Wright and
Allen Halls - is 990.
The council said it will continue to put pressure on Rinella
if all III the grievances arr. not
resoI'led by next semestet·, l.'ut
!my plans to "go all the way to
U)(~ top" will be made by the
council after. Christmas break,
Sagt'Tldorf '!BId.

Ladies Night

~

ate of trees sparks controversy
{C.ontinued from Page I ~
ooservation fund.

Kenney said. "We have so

physician. The two bought this
land. as well as 17 toJOrtional
acres 2 l:;! Jears ago. according

understands it the developers
are trying to get other investors
to ~t up the funds for

n::':~h!t::!~!e~h :~~~~e:n'o~!~:::"!!~ ~
ore worthwhile in their
resent form than if they are
11t lip 'nto timber."
Tht! cwncil discussed the
ssueal the Nov. 26 meeting and
~1",,'1ul..'CI furth~,. discussion at
.he infc.r~al meeting Dec. )().
In a meD19lo the council. Fry
arned the members to
'cdrefully consider economic
'nilancement of the comunity. The cievelopment of
his area has been underway for
he pa.~t eight years," FrY
id.
The owners-developers of the
hree acres to the south are
ames Peak. a West Frankfort
usinessman.
and
Ron
lalstead. a Granite City

owners)

ampus Lake to be tested for PCB
{Continued fr~ ,oge1\

the 'lake. Meister has
reviously said that PCB
dheres to soil and sediment,
and is not found as a freefloating element in water.
The fluid is suspected to have
leaked two to three feet from
the transformer to the sump
pump in the Health Service.
From there, it could have
traveled to Campus Lake by
way of a storm sewer and a 40yard stream.
After
the
leak
w!\s
discovered. Meisler consulted
the Marion office of Illinois
Protection
the matter. During
• ~I!e t,",~lk between summer and
the sump pump was
down with kerorcene to
EPA standards. aCt:ording
Meister.
The tests to be conducted on
the samples involve a special
varitotioD of gas chromotography using an electron
captul'e detector, which is
capable of measuring· the
~of PCB to the parts per
f

The detector was repaired
an>! made operable in September by Dan Carney, a
grarluate student in chemistry
who will be conducting the
tests.
Ae<.l)1"ding to Meister. about
$3.000 of glassware and
cben.icals haQ to be orcrered for
the tfosts. .o\b.lUt $1,000 was
saved by bavin' the detf.:ctor

GIlt shop

repaired rather L'lan having it
sent away. Meister said.
Pollution Control bas not yet
been notified wr.ether a request
for about $2,600 to cover the cost
of chemicals and commodities
has been approved, Meister
said.
Although PCB is JJC.t found in
nature, Meister bas said tha~ ~.e
expects to iind a PCB
background level of two tr. five

f!k~ e=t!I::nsu~~~C:
AHMED' S

FANT A

fAOCRY

been in use in the United States
for about 100 years. A level of
close to 500 parts per billion
would have to be present in the
Iakt" to present a danger, ac-

cording to Meister.

I
I
I
I

994 Meal

..'tU}.Gr~~''''Ci&~
University Mall
Carbondale
coupon must be presented
---~---~----~-----~-------

A & W Hamburger, small
fries, & small Frosty Mug
of Rootbeer (or choice of other
beverage) for 994

$i.OO n
. ~

4;;l~ft~'

ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR SPRING 1980

WHO HAVE NOT REGISTERED FOR SPRiNG
1980 SHOULD DO SO IMtAEDI.ATELY •••

wcou_on ...~I.3["

M",. pvrc"o.... the

·~i5Ii~.!.':iO.!!'!.!!! !.h!.E9jgf4t"
I Happy Hour's 12-5 I
I

, Two Tamales.
: Frl9s & a Coke

I

I

I
1L ____ ..:.$1.10
__ ... ___ -'~
Coupon lI!edeemable on
Specials In this ad onlv·
~

~-3A.V

TUITION AND FEES FOR SPRING 1980 ARE DUE
JANUARY 11.

AnY OUT m"'l

lOct: Beers
50~ SP2!!rdraiis ~J
Drink Give-a'wa}'s Throughout

the Nightl

tt fon., "011
M-F 11):00-•. 00

.Christmos Cards·
·Ornaments·
."<lvent Calendars·Candles·

W,.-rffiING
HOLE
WHE.. . VERIDNE RANKS!
315 S. Illinois
529-3217

-Unusuc:U Gifb·

~I'h

I

I
I
I
I
,_~!!.ur.!'~~~~':':.. _______ .2~.!!!.!~~\

ENDS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21. STUDENTS

-'Tolish

SaJSQge
~TleFries & CoIt.e

FAL/4rlL

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

get to invest money will r
determine what will be built
there," Faulkner said Wednesday.
Faulkner told the council
members Monday that the
postal flatwoods on the six
acres are one of the last high
quality woods in tbe area.
"Less than one-seventh of 1
percent of all land in Illinois is
10 its natural state," Faulkner
said. "J::lckson County and
Carbondale now bas a unique
opportunity before it - to
preserve a natural area."
Faulkner also told the council
that this area is at the early
stages of development.

Halstead said be c~uldn't
estimate how much the three
acres would sell for until he
determina.l how much it .:ost
him in planning, topography
studies, architecture design and
other studies.
Ju~y Faulkner, researcher
for :he National Land Institute,
qufStioned Halstead's claims,
thUIgb. Faulkner said as she

All night long

opment of the 12nd

"Wboevr~ they (the

motel on the site.
Halstead said Wednesday
that he thought it would have
been a good idea for the environmental groups to check to
see what is planned for the area
before they start talking about
it.

Ladies drinks }
1/2 price

'Daily F.gyptian

1978 DoDGE ADVENTURER;
ex4: ~·ton pic:lrup; 20.000 miles;
heavy ckIty
auto. trans.;

pac:ul1.i

COLD ':EET?

t.~·~·~iar 'F;~UX~i:;ay
fUel tank; sS~~(op'ff:nal C.B. and
Pici..~

tnlCk.•

c:yUnder. stick. SlOW !ires. 42.000

miles. ExeoUent OOdy. 457~7"

1961 CHEVY ~

!OD

truc':. New

~':e. ~~ ~ ~-..iJ~4

~'!Y~r.!a~~R!!~~~rl:hyV~V

f:~t!el~ ~OO~t ':r: r~

Ambass ..dor Brougham

1971.

~';~I!:Vl =~~:O~~~!r~l.t

=I093Aa74

1686.

'71 VW SQBACK. Just overhauled.

:::?:r:: r~OrI'=t~
309OAa74

Pam & Services
TIRES .. WHEELS... L78x15

~r:~~~~e::: :~r~:iJ

~o:t

. 'OR SALE"
Automotlv",s

Pic:kup. $110; GoodY:fSAs:r

529-16«

""'....,...,._1_.
...........
.................

AKC

~m:i~~~or~ca'.!~:,c:~~:
287SAr,.

SPANIELS.
AKC
Registered. Blaa. Cu~ly .. Ready

,-VCKt:K

:~~~.~J~~~~~~~:

nREWOOD-CUT OR haul )01.,.
own ApJ,llewood and save. Call
McGuire s Market, 457.51~

Motorcycles

BUY AND SELL used furniture

rJ/: ~r.i~7:t.ider We!.. ~re~

MOTO GIFT IDEAS - Eclip!!e
iank·mount touring bag; Cit8del
heavy.dutr. swing·arm lock:

~':%~:'~S.f~s.~t

B2763.\('74

1978 AMF ROADMASTER MoPI!d. Good condition. Book 1'II<:k.
Uc:ensed. Cull ac:c:essories. $250.00.
Call 457~182 after 5 pm. 277OAc74

puppies. pure blood line. black and
tan. $1;,0 each. C.." 529-2537:W&2Ah77

283SAm

Bicycles

magazines. S4HS12 after 2~&Abu

~~~:!i. ~r~~:~ ~~l=

SfHWINN

~~~~~.~~~~

SCHWINN VARSITY 10 Speed.
Center Pull Brakes. Generator

Carbondale
A........ _~ .....

F:w ".rvlce:

,

Mobile Homes
OWN YOUR HOME! Carbondale
Area. 1971 Trenton. 12x60. un·

~t~dCen:J':i~.d~~:!:

Dryer. Dishwasher much more.
Small .. quiet mobile home park.
Price just ~ac:ed. 50 c:all t1I$-2930
after Spm to set' this btlrga:~e17

529-'642

197'2 CHEVY IMPALA COUPE-air.
P.S .• SSOO. Call8!l3-2S67 afle!' 6 p.m.
p.m.
31141\a74

2WOA176

~~ii!~~~7~ld. EX~~

:3:u.~cf~.~IJH.Tt!"f. ~:~~~.

SCHWIN:-f
LETOUR
TEN·
SPEEDS. one mixte frame. one
1r.8D·S frO''Oe. just like new. 5495i54.
3111AI77

THE SIU IV.t.'KGAMMON Club
thanks ~ese~!::t':t!~'~~;;':t~~~
~P!n. University 4. Skate
S~reei. Plaza Records. c.~unt)'
Seat. U~.iversity Bookstore.

Cameras

Sporting Goods

=th~~~l)~M~:S ~ l:.

12 GAUGE. BOLT Action. Sears.
2898A1L77

Axl.s for any kind of

Shot Gun. $40.529-2337.

K;;;;.....

Musical

715 S. University
{o't the island}

/...

The only stereo speciofisfio irI
town that do their own 'lervic••

'ron. 6 cylinder. good

-.

=~~!~:::"~~i~Jf:

Good condition or

and 6:30.

.

~

Miscellaneous

.... ,...... .......

SP£AKE"~, like new.
I,z pnce$600.1-985-43)8. 3II1lAg73

CIR L~ PARK ,U'rnlfII"-.1

..... ~~

As low as $2.50 per hour
Rental applies to ~~
For details come to:

:!:::Ma'n C..... r;!:~:s bed~h~~e~prin/:awn;::: I
52t-n..,
~~:8d~~~&~ r

1'" I.

~.,

MISS KITTY'S GOOD used fur·

2. _t AC

dresserS. sofas. dinette sets. m.uc:h
more too numerous , .. menUon.

,tree deli.,.,..
RR... •,
....J2t-I1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ., ~daily.
Jll,UIoit.IIII'1-Wl.
;26tIA(1llS;.
.
Page 12. Doily Egyptian. December l;t,

'v,.,

ILUN()If. COMPVTIIt MARY

I

nNW.MAIN
CoritoncIo.....n-IIy"

Carbondol.:s ONL ~ .I.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

IIoif

Dov..
LO',.cIft

«I.H. College s.9·3078
5CO E. Col.... s.<J.19olo7
511 S. l...... ~~1·7«13

CONTACT MANAGER
ON PREMISES
OR CALL
IENING PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
205 E. Main. Carbondala
457-2134
-

(

COMPUlfR
'n Apollo 4dr .:JUt AC
'napal Ma....... 4cy:
'7' MUI,t. . . 4cy1 S8fMI

•'

AND SHOPPING
Furnished. Carpeted a Air Cond
Watar & Trash Po· up Furnished
SOPHOMORt APPftOVID
Iof'" «II t. College 54'1-1719

RTR 800D

-,.

'74

'.ARGE 2 BEDROOi;,l apt.•. ca~
"ir water furnished. gooo neigh~ quiet. $;.SO mon:4i~

1764Ba74

RENT AN APPLE II

··nM..lltoCorio' ........I&..

Efficiency Apartments

NICE EFFICIENCY. TWO b;'-;'l;o
from c:amplls, to sublease for
Spring Semester. $150.00 monthly
plus electricity. Available~. 14.
call S49-7611O. 549-2970. S*(YJIIO.

needing repair.
AlHllo HospI..1 S4t-M.5

JO!HAe~

3I171Ba74

SUBLE.\SE LUXURIOUS 2
bedroom apt. Cl08e to eampus.

NIC~ CLEAN I bedroom furnished
apartment. close to eampus.
spring semester. 549-5439.2766Ba74

A-H

We buy used 1181'110 aquipmenf

CARTERVD.LE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT Fumisbed. ~ta ..
~it. ~t~JaJ~S eat.

.

~~~sG-=ish~d. ~';os!~~

condition. rUlls gor4; bed canvas

and draJX'S throu5hout.

8301118.73

2 BEDROOM. FURNISHED. 400
Graham. $220 a IMnth.. no pets.
~~rpeted, water {~ti'=S~ls

WANT A VERY Niee t or 2
bedroom apartment, furnished,
~ air? 4:>,....... 4,';7~~~

AfOt.1'1d~.OO

:::..~~~!~ ~!P:~!!r

0689 after 6:00. Must be dean and

qu..

Apartments

Tumtables
Tope Decks
Receivers
Metol Compotoble
Top. Decks !JtortIng

~~~~~w:

1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENT fer

.

'OR~T

'.

HASJ.V.e.

iDcluded$ll5O. \51-flI3af~"'i

8S.U73

NORMANDY CLARINET•. ~IT·
TlE use. excellent condition.
~~~.oo. eall after 5:30 PM. 451·
3059An71
:474.

HALDER STEREO

car~

457-7941
ONE BF:DROOM FURNISHED •
IT· oJ beds in large IModroom f~
r ililies. air c:arJM!:II~. walking
::~~~.e to S.1. U. $2 ~~~J6

I:~L~~~.O~~~ti~p:

~1r.~~:i~~ =~.
AXLES
Attn: formen

S.US1.

i96s

Glenn WiliiamlRental
510 So. Unlvarslty

CAMBiu-A - ONE BEDROOM
Furnis'led A~rtment. gas-el«trie
inc:luded.
Female
r.:·ldent
Preferred. 1160. !l85-2S77 • h Ba7S

CAPE.

~r:J:~o~:~'::!l !n~~~.~~

AUTOMATIC FORD. extra
wheels. snow tires. NIlS good. $320.
Call S4lHI268.
2992Aa13
1949 CHEV. ANTIQUE car fGr

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and twc bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

CANON S5mm n.t Lens. New S287.

WARM

SUNN 21SB BASS SPEAKER

,~

Nowta ng
Spring Contracts

BEAUTIFUL.

Highway 51 North

1970 GMC

!"r0~~~O:g~~esler. Call ~~~4

~l;Sc:..i~z:J:ai's. car~~:};4

::=:::> trailer tMiilding

2724Aa73

~~~fl::a~i':n~~~'ini~r~:~i'!'::J:

CAMERA FOR SALE· Nikon
F2AS with 20 mm. f3.S lens. S7OO.oo
« best otter. 684-2646.
2748Aj74

Stock Car Racers

DODGE VAN 1979, 4500 miles.
$5/100.00. 457-ftJOO or 457-8621 after

4:30.

CONTINENTAL.

~.:r~;t~0:S=~1l~:W

3063A"'~

GLOeAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51

SUBLET OUR NE", spac:i(JUs .....0-

A.K.':;. GERMAN SHEI'HERD

~~i~i'll~~·M~:~:r.:

eve. 453-ml day.

FURNiSHED. NICE. 2 or 3 people.
Block from campus. Phone 457·
4522 after 4.
B2977Ba71

~~8~~Tr i':~~~r.s:.~~~

~~d:man Co.• 2O:~~~C

~:a~~~k~nrinr.~~~

EFFICIENCY
AND
OlliE
bedroom. available immediately•
all utilities paid. S4!HS1i9
B2s27Ba73C

NICE fo'URNISHED TWO bedToom
on New Era Road, no pets. 12<10 per
mooth. Call 457-7511 «549-~~t.74

Ii,I!:'!'iU.EVER

and birds also dog and I:at sur.

- CUT your

457-5187.

2900Ban

UPSTAIRS OF HOUSE 3 blocks
north ot CommlDlic:ation Building.
~r:.'"s, furnishe4. $250_~~4

~J:~~c:i'k'f-~~l1 Ch~73

At.C GOLDEN

Carbondalt: and at Walnut and

36l2.

FOREIGN CAli PARTS

........

10 gal oqvonum••••• _ 5.99

~fi~~:;'~~J:~~. '!:i~~~

TJl.EF_~

&~~~.n:.~D~i1~'f'~::~:m~q~'il1

55 gol oquorlum••.••. 69."

....
"72.

CHRISTM."g

~mest!~?~~ IDIf~~:1
after 5pm. 529-3296.

Cano,," 'o.....ts Finches

§!'~~:r=~.pe~:n~r:1:·
m"~A~.

~e~~:r~~~n~:~Ii~~~o~~~

ITUDINT DISCOUNTS
AKC R-Vlster.d Puppl..
Tropicol fish Specialists
Tropical fish SupplI. . &
Accessorl. .
SmoIlAnlmols

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
Tvpewriter Exchange.. HOt North
CHRISTMAS

PERFECT FOR PROFESSIONAL
feri ng one. ~ar e. 2·bedroom.
c:alleled. ae a
ment: one extra
5.,llUp. '·be room alart.nent.
pb...~e - 549-6987 orS4 B:'Ba77

.ISH Nn PIT SUPPLY
HIADQUARTIU

Sheepskin Slippers!
Hats & mittens too.
the Barefoot Cobbler
201 W. Walnut St.

~:i::t~~per}· C~1
1975 FORD FI00

Pets & Suppllel

'1

Fum. or umurn. opts. availob
tor III'Ime'Aiote occupancy. Et
ficiencies. ',;: or 3 bdrm. opts
Includes electric heat, swim·
ming pac». A.C. and Ia
facilitieS.
W. believe we hove the bet
rate in C ~rbondol..
No
~It. depending upon approved. credit !dvring this
-enrollment rMx1-' ",...114, !

TWO BEDROOM FURI':ISI:ED

:rn~~~!~.~. ~~~'!nco;~T'i
I\.partments.

83064Ba77

I-BEDROOM APARTMENT 2
blocks from campu., •• "ailable
Jan. Ir.. lease and jI.epos. t. 1170
monthly. 519-8428.
'o:iiJBa7S
ONE BEDROOM APARfMENT _

t.'!-::~~~t,1~ f~':l:~ ~r5~1 '.
• Ml, ........... '111)'
, I .t : ~

fI{~oBa1t t

I.

i-I I ~

..

--------------.~--------.. ----.----------~--.-----------------------------------

'DALE HOUSING. ONE bedroom
urnished apartment, air, abo
oIutely no !)I!tS. two miles west of
;arboDdale Ramada Inn. Call 684145.
B~Ba77

=~e.1t..~6~n. qUiel's"~~4

~~~sJi~~~ntb: Ca~J~4

~!:-E~~~~= ~~~~

MODERN 3-BEDRooM. BRICK
rancher. 2 baths. S400·monlh. 2

MODERN a·BEDROOM. FUR·
NISHED. dean mobile borne.
SI25.00 month plus utilities. Pets
alll!wed. Cooperative landlord. 529-

457--4036 or 457..:134.

2999.

r::~e.=,1~.n;:iJ~~~~~:8

~-.-,------

rf~~feT~; a:a~::ne~r.UrR~N::d

uiet.
l..ltllities
fun,:~hed.
reasonable nu... 867-2438. 8;\73

831 l2Bb77

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom house
carpet Ir AC. S2SO month. 1!84'2493
evenino.
3104Bb73

U

'ARBONDALE 2 BEDROOM
~rtmer.t for rent. 2 blocks fl'O'll
am ...... Full.)' furnished. S4~55n.
3Il87Ba77
UBLEASE. TWO BEDROO\f
llpartmenl east of ca~ lIt"ar
~::ih~sTs:~4~:C tdmi 3OIis~

..

TWO BEDROOM. BEAUTIFUL

SINGLES. ONE BEDROOM includes beat. $145 per month.
available December or Janual")'.

!lShing Ir swimming. No Pets! 5291788.
2993Bc75

~:mtii:SRJ. ~~~~i!~e'd, slg:

t

f~~:iI~rn~~~..:~~r ::r~

east. 549-661~ or after \~nc

Ilnswer. 538-1321.

CARBONDALE
AREA.
a
bedroom, central heat. 12 wide.

~fu':J.1 ~~~ :~lr:gi:~ii~ti:

11ll!50

3U19Ba77

B2578Bc77

3116Ba77

=~Ie now.

501 E. College $l30/mon.
316 E. College $145/mon.
512S. Hays
$125/mon.

A.C .• Carpet

sorry no ~B~

ONE THREE·BEDROOM and /!(Ie
two-bedroom trailer. GIi',son
Trailer Court. 616 E. Park Street.
2718B(17

5 miles West on Old' 3

1617-3790

'2-l:C:DROOM l2x60. $15(f-month
Wtderpinned, furnished includeS

TRAILERS
SI00-SISO per mon~".

411 E. Hester $l65/mon.

t

ROOMMATES NEEBED.
Available December 19. $85.00
month. CaD 457-8078. 2476B!'74
2476BC74

~~~~:~g~~it ~Ic! ~

=ti.:se.CouJL~.gract-t"~o~~

TWO BEDROOM, 1135. available

BEDROOM HOUSE. Mur·
pb~sboro. Large Kitchen. air,

cluded, Past Crab Orchard
~:way. N.J pets. 549-61l~C::;

I

~2694~r ~....g:~ utilit~I~~~"
2.3, and 4

bedroom houses. close to cam,.us.
also one and 3 be<:lroom apart·

MURPHYSBORO. FrVE ROOM.
two bedrooms, gas beat. carpet.

~c;;.:ir:Uf:!!!~~~ ~~~rrsg:r

graduate students preferred. no
pets. :"2888.
B2897Bb17
THREE BEDROOMS. NOR·
THWEST Carbondale. well·
insulated. semi·furnished, pets
OK. $:130. 529-31%0 after $; ~llBb13

--------------.----2 BEDROOM FURNtZliED. neat

h
::..~~~~~th
to~~.

TWO BEDROOM TRAILER. nice.
couple or two girls 1140; one
bedroom trailer suitable for ooe or
two boys $1%0: ooe room emci~

:r~t

$90; water

fu~c:73

Moliu' FREE BUS
.... HOlns 7 RUNS DAILY

1Gi, It. 51 North

Carbondale Housing.
Extra Nice" Bdrm.
furnished house, 3 blocks
frem campus. wall-to-wall
carpet. Absolutely no pets.

~"

50(9-3000

CAftBONDALE AREA. PER·
FECT for students. straight shot to
c-ampus. four miles out West
Chalauqua. Furnished 12x60. 2bedrooni with 12x14 room addition.

Call 614-4145

1:!~!~D:~~. $lre:s~ l:::n~
~d. AC.

SUBLEASE ONE BEDROOM
mobile home. Free rent from Dec.
22 to Feb. I, Free water. Free bus

123

r?a:~=arra:;.":::lft ~.

2957Bb77

::O'r5~:h

I

~:r'~~r.:vJ:k:~~tb,
3024Bb17

~~ ~r :~~lenon~T:n

:?:iBEDROOM HOUSES fvr I'f'I1t
Jan. ISth, 54,=s::~~

------------2 BEDROOM, YIJRNiSHED

t&;nnu.

~ter/r~: ~~'<\'a::e::'tft~

r-n and

=~':;: G!I'1~. c:1e::~J:i:

..-..... _...

~~~1~:al!1r ~I~~~:r,,~:~~l~:

bedroom mobile tame J.JC8ted 011
East College St .•~ $PO per ,et:301l.
Or. you caB driv'" to Campus from
a aorpeted• .."j~iMCd. windowair 3-bedroor.a. loCaled at Mal;oo

VERY BIG. NI(:E 3 bedroom

, BfmROOM. CLOSE to

29548c:7-l

YOU CA." WALK to Campus from

Home No. 40,
Jan. l

,

.......

_.......-

~iJ.

Avililllble
a.u&:77

::;~~a~Gi::i 6fyt~ S~:r~!:

289IBe74

J039Be7~

-FEP> -------------\LE WANTED TO Share new
~~wC;s':~e:~ ~rr;:.~. ~n:

on DeSoto blacktoo. Call Jan after

6:00. 687·3952.

3074Be76

FEMALE ROOMMA·I'F. NEEDED
immediately. House 2 blocks from

FEMALE TO SUBLET sopho;nore
art"""o!Ci apartment near c:ampu!!.

~H~45,m=~~.all "tiliti:1f:e~
TWO ROOMMA1'ES (MALE or
Female) needed for Lewis f'ark
Apt. Call Mary or JiII54~.

~N;;t:: ~:~~te~~:mrent and
J064BeT1

FEMALE

FOR

SPRING

='~=~·~~i~pt.n~~

~~i'afi:ru~~~~es. )1a~S:i7

'JS71Be73
~ICE

MALE.

FURNISHED

utilities. Kevin. 54~7900. 3048Be77

Leo.~"

L.

Park. $100 monthly. plus
ONE FEMALE ROOM \lATE
utilities. immecilate oo:c:upancy.
needed ~or spring sem.'&ter. ,call S4!Hl223.
3046Be74
Garden Park Apartments. l~ " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - utilities. Call: 457-5408. 2!l23Be78
NEED FEMAUi: FOR 4-bedroom
iS
MALE TO SHI RE I
Lemonwtblyp. aCarkU~~par19lm. en!.:u!8B2e·750s
three bedroom 'South":~:'P~~~
,"9-85
~
Mobile Home. SjlIing, $7~' 1>1•.15 onethird utilities • .g;:-467It. ~
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATE!'1
needed. of bedroom
clfJ6E: to
campus. m mmthly, "4 utilities.
Spring semester-· 549-0138,
2931Be73

'.ouse

NONSMOKING FEMALE
SENIOR or Grad. Two Bedroom
Apt .• Spring Semester. Quiet.
Close to cam=. S12S monthly.
sbareelectric.
201:' af~'8~

ONE ROOMMATE NEEPED.

~~,;?::'1r:::' ';d~a~~

mediate oc:c:upancy. $ISO monthly.
Paul 549-6192.
3100Be75

r~u

FUkNISflED HOUSE. Own room.
own ent~ance. close to campus.

--

I 1 BEDROOM TRAILER. furDished good location. $M-month,
avaiiible DOW. 529-3298. 41111Bc17

I

. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

::mui:d~~~~o~~!:
3108l3c77

CAMELOT ISTATES
NONR£N1lNG

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE
NEEDED. Nice two bedroom

~il:t;.tw,: ~J.'fj:5.f~~~J::

2958Be74

FEMALE ROOMMATE N.EEDEu
for 4 bedroom apt. in lewIS Park.
CaD ~761111.
'J095~77

TO SHARE TWO bedroom house 2
blocks from campus. washer.
dryer. microwave oven. com·

RESPONSIBLE
FEMALE
ROOMMATE Needed for very nice
2-bedroom arv .. close to cam~.

five.

&fru~:;. ~'!!:~!ie:::. t;~~
2955Be17

NICE. LARGE THREE Bedroom

!1:t:'er~CCOaW lS7i.;~d: ~~81~

after 2:00.

3U16Be74

SANE
MALE
ROOMMATE
wanted for large, ~o bedroom
westSIde ap.utment. Can Malt.
549-4318.
3088BeT1

All meblle homes haw
nntraI air and all are electric
21edrooms

hou/;e: Roommates needed. Clo.e

P~.tree.

~,i;!~~S f~~~:~~a~~;:r.
~~ ~rs~:,~~ilt~~=~e~~.is.c;:

~~~utilities. caD Bruc:e~~~

FEMALE ROOMMA1E NEEDED
for spring. Lewis Park Apts. $IUO
f~~ ~. utilities ,per mO~J:4

TWO BEDROOM. FURNISHED.

Night I~hted

FumisMd

Rent Inclvdes _ _ • sewer.

tram .,ktt-up ond laWn care.
CALL
5:-:'·2040

OffICI HG. ~S

::=-~a1J ~~~n, I~~eh
ROOMMATE·S.

Mo'

Rooms
CABLE TV. ALL utilities paid.
~~~s~v~~l~~l:.r week.
BZ488Bd74C

=~b~k~."Lt=Ph'!s
~~~Je'!..~:::~.==~:
inc\udes water. trasb. eall after
&p:n. !.i49-4810.

ROOMMATE· O¥'N ROOM in ..

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED. Available Dec. 22. Nl'rt
Smoker. Z bedroom ar.artment.
own room; Circle P>;rk. 549~!8:l.

~"ffi~~~~ber 22. $~~~

~twt.J~:S02d ev~u;r76
'lEW HOUSE. CENTER Car!lUndale. 4 blocb from camplls.
IntereStih'\t Potential for New
~~erty orne. phone~~

~~~7t::' :.c. close toi~~i7

:$1008c17

utilities, Call 457-4238 titer 4 ",m.
weekdays. Anytime OL\ weekenC:Is.
aIJ11BC74

ampus.

FEMALE SPANISH MAJOR· or
Latina· wanted to ~are brand new
home on SW side . own bedroom,

FREE RENT FOR January.
Roommate for large modern
trader. ~montb, S49-8477.
B3038BfW74

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
starting Spring semester. SIOO a
month. no UtilitIes. call N9-li095.
31196Be77

~2533.

:rw0
BEDROQM
hou~e. Close! 4

FURNISHED
bloc:ks from
Seniors or grads

two

278SBe75

!':'aW~~~a~.";~'k~~i':s~m,re::

tats,

::f00~.=-1I efrlCienc.r~~4

MURPHYSBORO· SPACIOUS. Ibedroom house. heat, water Ir

J8IIU&ry

SM.\IJ;; I·BEDROOIIf TRAILER.
I

:!84UBc86

=~r ~:een 4 ~B~

83O'T18c:74

TWO PERSON TRAILER, Malibu
ViIlage,sooth. $UIII.OO monthlyJ.:lus
:;.~~. Pets OK. S?9-~6~;;

:rs'heJ~';.gn:Jr:::dor:i3hfFn=

CARItONDALE TWO BEDROOM
12x50. clean. free bus to campus.
Available DOW. Phone 457-8378.

FOR' NICE

~=:1~:~'1~k:;;~~'::~r

4:00.

ONE ROOMMATE FOR 3bedroom house. Available mid·
Dt>cember. Good location. Call 457·
S606.
3035Be74

MALE OR FEMALE. for

after 5.

t'i!,e::ts7rr-· caIIB~B~.fr

!~::;UHc~~J.E~ir~~~i

FF.:.. ALE.

un·

IhSe 2.. BEDROOM Ir 12x6e 3-

2·BEDRCOM. NICE LOCo\TION.
Grad students. Married co~

between :~B=C

2803Be75

~~~tJ~~ ~!Wl.~;~~~~J~~l
FEMALE FOR SPitiNG semester
at Quads, Own room in 3-bedroom.
two-bath apartment. 549-4440. 457·
4773.
300611e74

!~=~r!!::;~th. ~:J:::

furnished.

~~~~ ':tth1~11!::= ~
:i~~~J=.~~~~

12x6O MOBILE HOME. anchored.
un. der~d: very small. clean
~rk. ~o children or pets.
one
after 5:'~42Bd14

Houses

TWO ROOMMATES TO share ..
bedroom house. CICl8e to campus "
town. SIOO mootbly. 54~5733,

FEMALE· NONSMOKER· for

~rinfu Carbondale Mobilt '.lomes.

:rm~:~ $.o~ =ig~npf~~!

heat.

TRAILER WARREN IW. l2x54, %
bedroom. $140 month. available
JallUlllry 7. 549-8481.
3052Bc77

No Pets

ROYAL RENTALS
457-4422

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ftf
Spring semester at Garden Par~
Apartments. can 549-6337. Ask for
Jim.
2753Be74

RCOMMATE FOR 3 bedroom
hot.se near Midland'•. Dreember
:;~sK.IUI one third utilitJ::s:~':

~~XM~~:~K2E~~::~

central

CHUCK REN1".(\LS
549-1314

All utilities paid.

~~~~~~h~~'

617.1588

~~t;m~c:eandwater~

All are furnished. A.C.•
water, trash pick-up furnished.

2l!"'1t~e74

KNOUCREST RENTALS
Quiet cou""'" surroundings
1O'wide-$l 00 12'wide $110

:::!t, ~.:: ~!~~~i~'!:"L

EHidency Apart....nts

Roommate.
ROOMMATE WANTED STAR·
TlNG Jan I or Sp'ring Semester.
Share remooelleo two bedroom
trailer. Call Ray. nigh!!', S4~7850.

'I4!Hi1H3.

TWO BEDROOM. 12 Ir 14 wides.

&'ir~~'f."isbed. DearB=~n

RENT,~LS:

293iBc:78

t'KIVATE. !0:<50. TWO miles east.
$100 a mo.~tf! water furnished, gas
heat. manieu couple. 45~e77

~ti:'i=~o~~~~~~~

~~:in~!~I~m.r;; VW,!li~

STUDENT

MOBILE H'lME water,

~~n ~k~rrl~3.v~YfPb~~

6116eve,433·373Idl!.y.

J-'URNISHED. 2-BEDRooM. 1''J

=pus. call

2999Bc:73

2·BEDRooM. LARGE TRAILER.
carpeted. auto dishwasl1er. un·
derpinning. completely furnished.
~_ated on own l .. acre on RR 2.
Available Jan .• :"11171. 299IBc75

Mobile Homes

t:f1o'tt;ji:NCY FOR ONE or two

.tter 5:30pm.

2·BEUt(OOM. 12x52 BE."!WEEN
CARItONDALE and Murphysboro,

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Available
SprintSemester. Close to camr::.

453-4074.

SHARE

82593Bm
for 2 bedroom trailer $90.00 rent.
can 529-2876. cl_ to cam!::iBe74

FEMALE. MURPHYSBORO.Owu
room. Dice 3 bedroom house. $70.00

::':lr.- SenioI'. grad or ~

:i~C:~:~~.lllUO. ~~

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED:

f.::::: :ovua;!~~ :~:~~l:eaI1

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS •
MEN· Private rooms. common
kitchen and living areas, fur·

4:.>,.71lI3.

8216.

::
~~~~!P'~f~!'c!li
457-8520.
.
lOMBe'il

ROOM AVAlL!'<tLE DEC. 1%.
female. share ~«I area. c1_

f::~=~~~:nj)nth. ~~~~

PRIVATE ROOM IN House witb
Ir.other Ir dauglller. Dar campu!!.
lUI chen eravlleges. $1011 inc!.
..unties.457-6&42.
3t07Bd77

1~aS!Y;i!r~~= t~~~us.

HELP! ROOMMATE NEEDED

ROOMS TO SUBLET ill very nice

83OOIIBd74

Duplex

1Y2BeT1

LEWIS PARK· need roommate to
share 4 bedroom apartment with 3
males. $100 month. 54!HiS47.
3027Be74

~e~ber ~~. c~t~g.~l~~a:~~

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Lntis Park. Spring $82.5&-montb

3014Be73

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEE[;ED

-----

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, Big, Ck'a-;'

&TtC~~:~.~· ~~I~~

% persons need~. Immediate

:f:&a~e:II~:~I= c~r~
1~60.

3W71ie74

CARTERVILLE· NEW.• il brick.

~:;:~ ~'\!'~n:!!m~~I·~t·l!~e:

c:101ietS. la'le utility room wi'h

~r1"~~er!~or, ~!~~~rdr:::~i'!';:

yard maintenance and trash
pickup furnisb ..':. Privacy. nc
children or pets. lease and
relerenee required. 985-2!r~178
DU?LEX. 1 BEDROOM furnished,
NW C'dale. no pets. Available J.1S.
pl'4:fer quiet grad student. =~4

MobIle Horne Lots

I

RACCOON VALLEY. FIVE miles
sooth 0: sm. spaciolll' 1and>1cape4

~~~too~00~~71i~fla'
BZII6IBL77C
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-

FREE

I

MOVETO.,_
--:..~:-.
549·3000
.=-

Rt. 51 North

!"'t~~~~:;:"~~i; arc:

NATIONAL HEALTH AGENCY
sl'l'ks lield rl'presl'ntalive for
~:astern Illinois area. OUiel' in
Springfield. Ol'gree desired, sales
or slipervisory experience hl'lpful.

=a::::p;~~~U O:l-4~~:=

62959.

RESIDENT ~ISTANT for SIU
approved apartment comlliex for
Spring Sl'mester ~us. Mu!ot be

'HOllIS

Ipm· Spm.

.

B29OIIW.l

HELP WANTED'

Illinois.

549-3202.

BILINGUAL
SECRETARY:

r

I

529-2181. evenings. for,;etails.

COC-:'::iAIL WAITRESS W.~NTEl}. EXCltmg atmosphere. Apf'ly
in person 10-4. OasIs Dlsc\~.

}:8ti:

3023C74

n;O:LJilERY PERSONS. MlST
insurance. apply
in person. QlI?i.rO·s Pizza.. B2913C74

(>i"

~

f~to~t::'d!~i~~~I~~' to
MEfJPREP programs. ~n·

rt'rsons shouid Sl'nd a
ll'ttl'r of Interest. vitae, and three
13' Iettl't'S of refl'rence attesting to
I115lructlonal capabliitil'S by 12·1779 to: Mr. Paul Hl'nrv Chair·
~rson
Sl'arch Co'nimitll'l',
terell'~

~&l:~lcatlODS deadlme Ja=(.'~4

~
'

•

,

OIFERm '.

Lou... Smith. Chafrpenon
V.I. Soorch C_ftt_.IDC
611 I_t eoll. . . St.
~".IL.2tl1

Doodllne

for

application:

0 . -..... 1., ' ' ' ' or until

sui...... applicant Is found.

__

.....iI~

___

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL OPPOR·
t TUNITY EMPLOVER.

~I'--

_ _ _ _ _.....I

Page t~.l;)aily E&"yptian, Dec~ber,I3, 1.979

$40

roun#,~~

=~~lf~!x~~n. ~~

.

:ulSu! r:tO~;:'N. found P~,~~
~~ ~~~V~~m~~~~~
.~d11~i!:~Wewn::l ~ft:~

B~IC

'-'<intact S49-»I8l'Venings. 301\"'174

PUPPY. 14 WEEKS old. black lab
m!">. la.st seen Thursd~ Dec. 6
between Arnolds M
l't and
ConVl'Dll'IIt on 51 Sou~ ewar6call Mickey. ~132S.
31t.5G

F:XPERIENCED TYPIST FOR
any fast, accurall' typing, self-

I
I

~J~:r~Pus de~'t81

,

'-- .
ANNOUNCEMENTS

. -

MOBiLE HOME REPAIR and
mino.· bouse repairs. 13 >:ears
:~~. quality you can::.~E::z
REMODELLING,

ROOFING.

I :~!~~a~:n~';O~~~l~
R Home Improvement C:2ss4E86c

(".... kondo. lL

HElD AM)RTI()N

INFOItMATIONf

..

I

Hom e cooking at
I Ma Barker's Diner
Relax by the Ohio River

683-3001

12.60 single

14.80 double

CALLUS
-_____
c.r."
Coli Collect 114-"'.1515
OrT.II,roo
1II-H7.....
CUSTOM
ARTWORK
I!.LlJSTRA TlONS. Paintings, JoD;
Custom-Madt>Cbristmas Presents.
Your ideas materialized. Ji'rpe
Estimata. John. 867·r, 06. 2956E75 .

\

Get away to the· .
I Rivervk.'W
Hotel

,..____________

To ':"tIp you through this ex·
penence _ give you complet. counseling of any
duration befOf'e and ofter
the procedure.

Congratulations new
Actives of Phi Sigma
Kappa' We knew you
could do iff Love.
Your Liffle Sls,en.

LOST MINT GREEN Folder last
w!!""_ with vaJuable information.
caU..:ollllieat S49-S5C19.
3OO!IG73

New Zenith Color $25.00
monthly. Block" Whit.
$12.50 monthly. Free
Maimenonce. Free Delivery.
457-7009

~~~lfdgt~F~?~S:;~~ 1::

~~~~~=~~~~J;:
~li

75dO.

I

~ll~~c~~~~.

LOST: DAUIATJON PUPPY,

~7!!..~:: Pnati~l~

A-l TV Renta s

SIUC

Yarious field .xpert?nces.
Send letter of oppl'.catian.
resume.
thr_ Ie""rs of
recomrnttnd9tion and college
tr.mscriptl. to:

.. ~LO~T·

RIDE PARTY BUS to Cbicago.

~.a~x~·b~:'~~~s ~a.!.

SPACE FOR RIDERS I'l'haning

SMALL SAn BOAT WANTED to

~~~'1l't~~:::I~~~hn~1 ~~i~

B3CH3C77

GET., lACK!

26241'17

m'.~~11 pay top casb ItB=~~

.'!446E77C

ava:&;ble. cal1~l052.

;:~rt:.'!~W~~80.~

CAN HELP YO

far.

NEEDED TO Rent 1m=mediately to park "mall trailer.
call COlInie at 549-5OCB.
3OO8F7

COVER'S UPHOLSTERY. Fur-

)ther hilingUa~i lieants. Call

Cont.r.

50

PAPERs. DISSERTATIONS ANn
Thl'Sis TYP'l'd. IBM Con;;Cling
Sl'Iec-lric fl. neal. a.ccurate,
reasonable rates. 349-2874.

r.=

tt~~;ra:~a ;:n~rswi~f ac~t

_t.1

~rn:s~~)J77~Y Saturdab::~

LAN£J

549-3000

THESIS. DISSERTATIONS.
RESUMES. Call tile Probll'm

WANTED: BILINGUAL TUTORS.

.......II..tl_lnstltut ••
Masters degr_ in v?Cational
_aluation or dosely r.latec!
field. Eval~t!on. ~perience in
a
•&habilitation
se"ing
preferred.
Duties
include
assisting clients in developing
rehab;litation plans utilizing a
Yariety
of
assessment
techniques. and supervising
and instructing graduat. and
undergraduate students in

~nfI9~·¥:.~D;~~~c:: 21:

Saturday 22: Relurns Fr:aav
SallJrday. Sunday. Jan. 18. 19, :!iJ;
U7.7S Roundtrip (if purchasl't\ by
Dl'c. I: J. Tickl'1 Booth at Book·
...-orld Bookstore. 823 S. Illinois.
Opl'n Dail~ondal thru Thursday

457-6319

:irho~ li~~ ~~i=gsurn~m'~

Rt. 51 North

21630P74

··FINALS WEEK. BUS ~l'rvice" to
Chicago and suburbs· Fv.U Size 47
rassenger Busl'S - RU,1s Da~

---_.-

83080C74

CLASSIFIEDS

5pm. 54!HIi7.

THE WILD TURKEY Nl'ws and
Review i$ still loolung (or propll'
With 50IIIethilllt good to say - at Solt
9115.. Carbondale. Write to w. And

PARTS
AND
SERVICES

ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL
ImmedlalP appomtments.

I;X~=~lew~tes;=:~t:a:,en

V_tIOftClI 1_I_tor.
Evaluatf_ .nd Oowelop-

457.()4Z1

~~=~f-=:=: Sam:as!J~

so~r:~Pilffn~ ot;n~*i~

THE D.I.

Sales Monday thru Thursday. 9a~n
- 8pm. (-'rlday, Salurday 9am •

N. New Era Rood
Carbondale

.

I

Wheeler HaJl. carbonds; Ie D1inOlS
62901. Positions will be lilled as
June 30. 1911O.

'"'I ~2!~~'fi,l!,:I~~
~~~~~~
Ilhnols in. 'Bookworld'. Tic:kl't

Kantens

,

I, care.

RIDE "CHI·DALE EXPRESS" to
<.llieago and Suburbs. Leaves %:\.0
Fridays. Runs eVl'ry wl'l'kend ..

S£LLNOW
for Tap Dallar

man, Plant I: Soil Science. SIU-C.

SERVlaS

..

. ..:

AUlos. TrueD
,lunkers, and Wrecks

~o~· i':ifllrm~~~=t:J~I~:r-::

I
I

.•. . ".I

WANTED
~ ~

~ .... :·~"·Ater 1980 oniy. Teach
c:ou~ e.1 a.: ••• ::::!~ ~ .... h~!:!

(3)

/StaH.

I

457·8637

82989C74

Persons 11 and over
CoII~~
needed to usher
during
Christmas VISITING ASSISTANT IN·
break-to begin Dec. STRUCTORS. Three x:i!ions
r~~isil}"E) ~~~
27. To sign up. ;Of,'-ie :~ta::.~l!~e
MEDPREP, School of Medicine.
lIli"ols University.
to the SIU Arena, Southl'rn
Mlrumum noqwrelTll'Dts include a
B.S. in tho Instrucllonal areas
Room 117 by Dec. 14 listed
below. PrilX' ~-;rvr!l'IICe with
or call 453-2321 for
I
I
~~~c:::~
~r~~i
~ ~=
information. Sorry, Applicant Should
be ItblL to deliVl'r
instruction in B,ologicO'.1 or
ino SIU fc,culty or Physical Sciences on a 'IDlall group

,

You give the party.
Let us do the cleaning
Call Rose evenings.

St .. Elizabeth·s Hosl.'ilal. 211 S:
ThIrd Street. BelleVille. lI!i~ois
&2221.
8292il0lS

SPC .. _
...... CllppllcatlOl.
' - ' . . - t l _ Chairman.
Should be familiar with Adve'tising and Marketing concepts
as well as.graphic layout. M~st
be full time student Sprtng
Semester.

"~~'te ,,'NII car and

RIDES,.EEDED

Work.

,...----------.,1 ;..~.~lluf~R'k.T~ ~ ti~:i
Raniacla. Inn.

PART TIME FEMAL£ Bar help.
Apply Plaza Lounge in person.
~~e!.ience not necessa~

II

Service
Does the Dirty

~~r- i~<!:"~ f~~~,.

_ _ _ _ _3033_C'17_

SNACK BAR HELP needed, apply
at S.I. Bowl. part~

....

Bionic Broom

respoosibil'. outgolllg. and abll' to
work indepl'lldently. Field work
and
Sl'crl'tarial l'xperi~cl'
~fPJTed Must havl' a car. Good
salary. send resume. Migrant
Alcoholism
ProJect,
101
Washington St., Anco;. Illinois

:~~~ i~~~nhiiianL~~~~.~.:K working
:ePfl!~ conditions
st;r:~1bt. re~!~~l'~
and salary

~::r~r.e~ ~~f~~ ~~~~

0721, ext. 175. An ;;:qual Oyportunity Empla:;er.
~17

MOVI!.G AND ART Sale: Handmade' jewo:lry and 5tai~ 111855•
clothes, books. shells. much more.
Sat. 9:00to;;:00. 402'. E. HaterSt.
Itraileronalley N. of Hesler'.
3t15K74

IBM
Selectric. fast I: accurate.
reasooable rates. 549-2258. 3089E!12

XRAY TECHNICIAN, SEEKING
individuals intl'reSted in part·timl'
l'Vl'Dings or nights to work in a new
and up-to-liatl' X-Ray Dl'partml'nt.

:~~S ~~LP:V~Silafte' ~~lr~

Lo.e .omething
importnt:
to you? ~

83022E91C

OUTRE,\CH
ISpan;sh lind

62901\.

'.

r;;,r.sfr!~~ug~lenrs7~~7

~::"~~IAI~~oIw~~~~ rl~[~

~Fa~~ ~~~alnPl Ct r:~~~i

Jackson C,mn& ~l'altb D~art
ml'nt. 342A JIIorth St. or ca 11 6843143.. EOE.
82947C74

. . . AUCTIONS
&S.LES

-----NEED A PAPER Ty.,ed7

E~;":7~~%.J~~

LPN
MURPHYSBORO,
OPEl'OlNG for l'Xperif'llCed LPN at
County Health uepartment. Must
haVl' outgoing perSonality and be

Sma~l~

BOL£N FURNITURE REPAIR·

B3006(;73

.

00

~:S~\~~t.; ~~~~':':.~p:;!~

S.I. BOWL· Coo Coo's. WaitftSSeS

B2945C77

Job

~.hrJ:i s1;~tt. thrOUgh:ro-R~

FULL

:~~ =k':ep~~ ~~l\i~~~ a~

::es?«~~;ybB!~~:. ~?

N0

HOUSECLEANI:~G,
CARBOl"DALE. SPRU,'E up for thl'

B3OIrJC74

~LLER.CARBONDALE,

WAITRESSES.
NO
EX.
PERIEN(.E Nl'Cl'SS8ry. To work

.

!If-~

!::iC:iwoa~d~n;.~tss~
re;ume to F:O.8. 474, Marion. n.

acadl'mic:-minded IJlGividual who
nl'l'ds to finance gre.,; .... rt of

DEPRESSION-MARRIAGE-·
YOUTH
and
J-'amlly-Cohabitat;onal Prl'bll'm!l-CounSl'ling- ,Cl'!Iler for Human
~~lopm_--No ch~~~

("A RPEl'O fER
FOR
HIRE,
Panl'lin g
Sidi~,
f'"ramin~1

BEDWETTlNG,

BEDSOILING

~!1~f~:~~nf:run;:;in"~ae~
~~ml'Dt--N(; cl~~~

Want to
congratulate
someone in a
very Special way

on a spedal day?
Come !n to the

Daily Egyptian
office today
and place a
Smile Today
Ad.

-------------------------(Continued from Page 16)
Last December Babcock
injured his back and had trouble
performing certain events. He
worked primarily on the
pommel horse ~;ntil the inJUl'Y
healed.
"I became a sp'.:ciaHst on the
pmlmel horse," he said. "It
helped me in a way because it is

By The AssociateC Prns

The hometown fans are
. the
. Evansville
basketi.aR team again. It is a
l1ealthy sign. A wound has
healed; a city has recovered.
Two years ago, on Dec. 13,
1m. basketball Coach Bobby
Wal.s('lo. his entire team,
several university officials and
rans and a flight crew were
kiUetI when their plaD(' crashed
90 seconds after takeoff.
"Last year the whole club was
carrying a torch." said Coach
Dick Walf~1'K. whose club has a
~ rectW!i fuis seJbOD. "When
we went on the road ••;(1 were
booin~

1If'WS1et~'t

can any~ teU us any '''log
that is being done to raise
reve-Jue other than fJespite
raising student fees? Or do th<..,fear that we, the student budy,
will react as such an explanation as beir.g just another
COD

job?

Our Christmas Gift to you

intnduced a~ out-of-town
gamel, the people stood up and
cheered.
"This year thC7, booed us just
like anyone else, ' Walters said.
"Weve been booed by our own
fans at times, and that's a
healthy thing."
Today,
evervthing
in
Evansville is ~urple. a symbol
of the school s color. Purplf:
vans. purple bumper sticker...
PtII'PIe jackets - in gener...I,
Purple Pride. A billboard
proclaims "The A.!'e.c are
back,"
"We never want to fm,;!'!t,"
Walters said.

Arguments such as who
represents whom were as
advocab:d by Jamer Walker at
Tuesda)"s lAC meeting, don't
solve problems. They ju.t
create new ones. One CODceivably could ask Walker who
elected him to represent the
Carbondale c:ommunity and
8f'.hieve the same dramatic
solutions to the problems.
Vice President for University
Relations George Mace and
Sayers botb say they want to
maintsin broad-bsed athletics
programs. But how'!
SIU needs to seD its athletics
programs to the public, but
claims it cannot afford to hire a
professional agency to ascerlain the market and devise
plans to reach students, faculty
and community m.:mbers.
But what about stullents
majoring in advertising.
journalism, marketing, radiotelevision and public relath."IlS?
'Why can't some or these 1.'1diVlduals be used to to help gei
the baD rolling for, say, three or
six hours of practicum credit in
their majors?
Why not seek contributions
from the community ~s West
Texas State rod to save its
program when ila budget was
cut this year? Why not cles.r the
taboo associated with tailgate
parties? Northern Illinois
University holds a massive one
before every home game,
Why not fo~ a t~levision
lIf'twork? SIU IS one 01 the few
&clIooIs in the Midwest which
does not have one.
.

.

.

~ ,<~

0'< ~ 0\

i

)l

III W. Main
Carbondale 54..1...

~~~9\~

Ope.

n Dolly 80m til

"pm

_

,.jj,

,.~*'~~~'

The Saluki wrestling team's
scheruled
meet
ag!linst
Loui,ciana State at the Arena
ThIF:sday evening has been
car.ceUed. according to Sports
I',formation Director Tom
~imons, No specific reason for
the cancellation was given.
The Salukis will not wresUe
again until Jan. 4. when they
travel to compete against
Middle Tennessee. The next
home match is against
Oklahoma State, Jan. 7, SIU
then faces Lehigh Jan. 9 at tJ1e
Arena. Both home meets start
at 7:30.

Cristaudo's Flight Restau..rant
tween Carbondale and Murphysboro (Route 13 West. right at Airport Road

FeatUring Polish Week
Cauliflower Soup-Zupa Kalafjorowa
Diplomat Salad-Salat "Diplomate"
Hor~adish Pot Roost-Pieczen Zakrawana z Chrzanem
Potatoes Smothered in Sour Cream-Kartofle Duszone ze smietanq
Vegetables-Maceaoine z Jarzyn
Poppy Seed Torte,ToTt Makowy
Hot Winc-Gulhwein

l.~Cc:lmpIete
~

\.::

Dinner Menu also available

I
1
~

Reservations Requested 549·8522

4
I

let Uc; Park Your Car - Rain Ot'Shine

iiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltonight

The f2!!.~l.~J!!£t...:§ and
.............................

~
:

c . . . . . . . . I1!" • • " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • :

~
:

Happy Hour Specials 1.6p.m.
-New Pinball- Free Popcorn -

L.. . . . . .,. . . . . ~.~:~.~~~~~.~.~. . . . . . . . . . . j

~******************************..................******'
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Kansas State Tickets On Sale!

!::
::

Student tickets for Saturday

::

night's basketball game with Big 8 power
Kansas State go on sale this

:

- ::

•

::

::

morning at 9 a.m. at the SIU Arena

: ....

•

Athletic Ticket Office.

::

• ••
Tlc~ets ar. -only 50C with a paid fee statement. :

~.
:
Don't miss the fina' home galne 01 the 70 sl
.

,,..-----------'

~

Beginning December 12th
on all New Equipment
Come ... us at Jeffrey Launclrom.f

Wr~tling meet off;
L..'iU cancels oul

Questions should be solved
before afee increase is OK'd
,Continued from Page 16)
Constantly. the trumpets can
fort'" to ~tu'';4!Ilt pride to support
Sahw atb:·.ltics.teams. Agreed,
this campus J..asn't exactly been
ecstatic abou~ sports. Witness,
~ease. the l~owds at the final
footbaD game and the AIAW
national voDeyball tournament.
where only an estimated 2.000
showed up for the fiD?I game.
But isn't it time the administration stopped putting the
blame solely on the students?
How
many
Carbonc!ale
residents lfish out $40 per year
to watcb Saluki athletics eontests? Look at the composition
of the crowd at a basketbaD
game sometime. How many of
them are students? How many
are from outside the University?
It is easy to say the students
are apathetic. But what about
cP'nmunit, .:aembers? Furthermore, has Slu done
anything to try to get peo{lle
interested in Saluki athletics
besides dispatching Athletics
Director Gale Sayers, Assistant
Athletics Director Fred Huff or
a coach on lobbying missions?
Has sm tried to reach the
alumni OIrough more than a

25.5--..,....

usually an all-around·!rs' expects t" l;.: n-...re '~.IIlSistent in
weakness. You can miss on it his perfa. mances
real easy because it il'.volves
''The injury to Diln hurt
strength, coordination and everyone, but , thl"k ~ will
timing aU at once."
still do wei',," he said. "I'm
'Ibis year 84 bcock said ht~ always SUf.~esting things to Uae
hopes he can Delp the team guys and they help me out. I
overcome the loss of Muenz. He thw.& t'rl Iltarting to beat the
said the pressure of being' a pre5Surr: of I'Ompeting. I den't
freshman is behind him and he get !.l1ll"·OUS before meets now. "

Aces recall fatal plune crash

j

~"~;#'$
,ec---~ --»tw~~

No.1 gymnast wants to earn title

f

•

::

~******************************************************;
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Gottfried: Wildcats a disciplined team
By SHU Stahmer
staff Writer

Kansas State basketbaU Head
Coach Jack Hartman' was
known for his disciplined teams
when be coached at SIU In i..';e
late 1960s, and accor oting to
current Saiuki ~iead Coach Joe
Gottfried. things baven't
changed a bit.
'~'re a very disciplined
squad. ' Gottfried said Gf the
Wildcats, who visit the Arena
Saturday nening .to take on
sm. "They're very sound. They
do not beat themselves."
Gottfried said KSU, whf~
was 5-0 ~oiI:g into Wednesday's
game With Arizona State, likes
to play man-to-man defense.
(lff~sively. i'e said,
the
Wildcats eschew the fast "~k.
preferring '..0 run a pat. ned
offense.

''1bey plal good pressure
man-to-man, ' Gottfried said.
"As a ruJe, they display much
piltience on offense. They run on
occasion.
.
.
"We're looking for a hardnosed game. " Gottfried con-

.tinued '~'D make us work
defellSlvely.'
Kansas State is a member of
the Big Eight conference. Last
year. the Wildcats finished
second in the league, and bad an
overall record of 16-12.
Gottfried said t'le Wildcats
are smaller than som~ of the
other teams SIU bas played.
KSU's frontline is 6-1, 6-7 and 66, while the starting guards go 66 and 5-11.
''They doort bave the IIlU ~,
the post to compete with
someone like Seattle or Arizona
State," Gottfried said. "It looks
like an equal matchup."
One matchup that could prove
to be intenosting is at guard,
where Wayne Abrams will go
against Rolando Blackman.
Blackman, a 6-6 r.mkw, is
considered to be an AIl-Amencn
candidcote. Gottfried said
Abrams and Blaclu"Tlan an:
similar in size and stl tistics.
'''The coach from ~I!d
State (one of KSU's oppotaents)
said he's as good as any big
guard on the west coast or in the

Pac-:O," Coitfried said of
Blackman
Paired with Blackman at a
guard win be Glenn Marshall, a
5-11 senior. Sophomores Ed
Nealy, 6-7, and Tyrone Adams,
6-6, are the forwards. Jari Wills,
a 6-7 senior, is the center.
The Salukis wiU counter with
Abrams, 6-6, and Kent P!lyne, 60, at guard: Dr.rry SmIth, 6-6,
and Charles Moore, 6-7, at
forward: and Ed9;ard Thomas,
6-9, at center.
"That's a tentative startin~
lineup. it could change, '
Gottfried said. "We'll see how
things go in practice."
Gottfried said the Salukia. 2-4
and on a three-game losing
streak, must think positively
going Into Saturday's gan.e.
SIU has lost to Arizona Slate, 9214. SeatU,!, 86-74. and Northern
Illinois, "'8-63 in its ia.'1t three
outings.
"You're always going to be
down after a losing streak," he
said, "but we have good people.
We have to dweU on the
positive."

Jones and 'Slab dunks' lead Aggies
By Seott Stahmer
Staff Wri&er

Editor's Dote: fhis is the
seveDth in a series pnviewiDg
the Missouri Valley Coaference
basketball teams.
Keeping up with the Joneses
may IJe difficult this season in
~ Missouri Valley Conference.
In addition to sm's Darnall
Jones. there is Mark Jones of
Creighlull and Mike and OleU
Jones of Wichita Slate. The
Shockers have an assistant
{:oach named Jeff Jones. alse.
But Albert "Slab" Jones of
New Mexico Slate may be the
hardest Jones of aU to keep up
~ With. The 6-7 senior, a two-time
~ aU-MVC selection. averaged 16
points and nine rebounds per
game last year. called "the
undisputed dunk cbampion of
the southwest" by Street and
Smith's Magazine. he had 43
"Slab Dunks."
According to new Aggi"
Coach Weldon Drew, Jones is
averaging 20 points and 10
rebounds per game this year.
even though be is not playing
forward, hi3 natural position.
"We'd love k ~y him at a
power forward,' said Drew,
who has two other starters ba(:k
from last year's 22-10 team
which made the NCAA tournament. "He's definitely a pro
rospect at forward. He's
P
unproved bPI outside shooting

range great!y."
Drew said the Aggies' main
weakness is the lack of a trw!

year and averaged six rebounds
~me:' Drew said. "He's
doing a whale of a job '-rr his
siza at forward. He's averaging
about eight rebounds."
New Mexico State is experienced at JtUard. BiU Myers,
6-3, and Chuck Goslin, 0.4, both
are seniors. M)t'rs started last
season, while Goslin was the
Aggit::s' top reserve. Freshman
Jerome Akins, 5-10, has added
depth.
"Wf' expect big things from
Goslin, .. Drew said. He
averaged !).:; points per game
last year off the bench,
~~alizing in It.·EMt jump
it

center. He added. however, thaI
NMSU is progressing well
without one. -Tuesday's 68-59
loss at Texas-EJ Paso was
State's first Joss in (our games,
and it ended Drew's ~rsonal 82game winning streak. which
stretched back to his h.gh
school coaChing days•.
"The lack of a center hasn't
hurt us much," he said. "U's
always good to have a big intimidator inside, but we've done
wt"n withcut one in the past."
Drew said the Aggies'
strengths are outside ~ng
and quickness. fie said he has
Drew expects Derek Sailors,
attp.mpted to utilize these
stren6ths by running and • 6-7 freshman forward from
Omaha, to play more as the
presSlDg more than his seasoo
progresses.
~. ~&yes, di~
"Derek hasn't gotten a lot of
~. ''We're doing a little more
playing time, but he bas loot-ed
running than we did under good
the chances he's
Ken," Drew said. ' We're trying bad," during
Drew saj~ "We bc.pe to
to score off the (ast break and
be
able
to
get
him in there a lot
tbe
press.
Tbat's
my
philosophy, and it's the styk of more."
Drew believes "four or five"
play I like."
Jones is one of four 6-7 teams could contend for the
players, but be is the tallest Valley title.
starter on a froot line that is
..Just about anyb~ could do
..mall by major college stan- it." he said "Wichita State bas
dards. flanking Jones are a young team, but they could
seruor; Micah Owens, 6-6. and win it if they jeD. Tern Apke has
Greg Webb. e-J.
done a ~r job at <'<-eight«.
"Webb pjayed at ~rd last And Tulsa bas ev~one back."

'Top gymnastin role he didn'~ earn
~~e:~s..dytla
The privilege of being me....
tified as a lP-Bm's best individual per:ormer is an honor
that mOlit athletes strive (or.
But for gymnast Drian Ba~
t'OCk. the label of SIU's top aDarounder is something he
doesn't like to brag about.
, Since the injury to Dan Muenz
last November, BabcflCk has
been pll\ced in the position of
being UM> top Sallliu gymnast.
He plays down ~he role,
however, because he feels he
didn't deserve it.
"I don't Hunk I've earned No. .
1," the lIOJIiaOmore said. ". have
to do it by ~. 1 hav!!O't
done that yet."
But that doesn't mean he
doesn't want the tiUe. Babcock

::rs:'~.J~::~::

gymnas~

BriaD Ba~l
was no. the popular interest in
our to9l1l.
I became inte. ested in the
spon just before the 1976
Olympics and I decided that I

=m~~~a:ck=ti::cr.l~

1':

about gymnast.ic8 four years ~~~t.::es~
~~
a~?\\'hen I was a freshman in success and • like it. When I
high school, I ~ the liarden graduate, I want to be conCity GynmsatJcs Club, · f he sa~. sidered SW'. best ptmnast."
-rherewereonlyst- JusaDel it
Babco.:.It said hiS deterwas mainly for fun. fiymnastictl mil atiClIl to achieve bigh
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skills when he was
in higt. school was hampered by
the fact that the sport was not
popul&r in his area. Since his
sut'CesS, the club in which he
started has increased its
enrollment to 100 members.
"PeJple look at the success
that I've bad and think maybe
they can get scholarships fur
gymnastics. U's growing in our
town."
When Babcock was a senior
he was considered te be ~ of
the top three junior national
gymnasts. He was set to attend
the University 0.1 Oklahoma
until he met Coach Bi!1 Meade.
"I was committed au
(lklahoma and was prepared to
go there." he said. "When 1
went to visit the school. they
did.. t show much interest in
me. I knew Meade had wanted
me, and when 1 talked to him. I
changed my min~ He was very
straight forward and t liked his
persooali~'. Wbm I came to tbe
school, t. . team maJe me feel
at home.'
(Continu«l on Page IS)

Stoff photo b¥ DwIght NaIe

S&Iuki forward Barry Smith tries • jump shot during SID's
7&-751081 to Evansville iD the seasoa opener. The SaJukis wili
attempt to bruk a lhree-game losbllstreak 7:30 p.m. Saturday at the Arena whell tbey take oa Kaasas Sbte.

ChaJJ<.CJidk

David Gafrick Sparls~""

Questions should be anslvered
beJ'ore alee increase is OK'd
The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee took what it
believes to be the first step in trying to solve the fiscal chaOli in
both athletics dep3rfment'J Tuesday when it voted to endorse
·the proposed $10 athletics fee increase.
The only catch IS lIlat tne rAt; wants the increase to be
divided between the two atbJr~4\cs departments,
At best, the incn'4Se will be a hteath of fresh air into a l"'J()r.l
rapidly filling with e.o...oiJon monoxide.
Glari,!g questioos rernai-;:. How deep in· ~ red will the
men's ,)\hietics department be at the end of the 1979-80 flllCal
year'! "'hat money is being used to remedy the situation?
What will the increase be used for? To CMlbat inflatim? To
met:: the requirements imposed by TiUe IX? To partially solve
the men's budget woes? what will it be·.JSed lor? Anyone want
to allSwer? .
.. .
.Whatf!Ver happened to the audit· that Acting President
Hiram Lesar ordered, and why doesn't· the committee wait
until the final results are made publie? Ir .bere something in
there that the men's athletics departmeQ doesn't want others
to know? Do they know what the audit wi' ,show?
Furthermore, is it really wise .to a~'..troriate lMIIey into a
program which has no broad-i;..sed, ~"I~:\able stIPl""..rt other
than student fees without kOft iDg the shaJi~ the program is
, in?· How :ong can student fees bot" .~ to pro" up I program
which is.mking deeper in. a financial quagmire?
.
1bere have been no definitive .'DSWV..1I to these cp~Jor';:.' .
The attitude seems to be, "l~ive lit it!" D1fJIley and then .. ,,'U
all ~"~leJIU'." Our aIlSwei' to
figure out a way to
those foiks should bit an emphatle, No Way!
.
Not a smgle penny should be giveo untH someone distes out
some aDllwen.

sol,.

(COlltinutJd on Page IS)
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The birth...
Born in a hilhide cave, He
leas marked as an outcast
EDITOR'S NOTE-8uipture is
generally mute about the 30 V\"arl in
which J"US grew to manhOod. but
ancl4~nt
non-c:anonical literature
prr.vides some inklings ou that period.
By Gfoorge W. Comell

AP Religiou \\'rtr.er
Out of the night, he came. Out of the
shadows and the uncertainties. his life
emerged. Ilwas unknown. except in its
const'qUences. He was reared and Ii'"ed
mostly in OOscurity. Yet he gripped the
world.
"If ! glorify myself .. he said. ·'m,·
glory IS nothing."
'
A curtain of silence surrounds the
time of Jesus on earth. Of his 33 ~·eSlrs
Were are accounts of only three .• Nme:
tenths of his biography is untold. Yet no
other figure towers so great in the
world's history.
It is a strange contrast. "The last
shall he !;rst," be said "and the first
I~t." He dwelt as the teast of men. in a
dim corner of the unmentioned and
unnoticed. Yet his name excels every
name in the annals of mankind.
Questions cloak the story, whose
beginning is called Christmas. Much of
it is mystifying. Much is hidden. \et
t.~ere are ancient hints and chIt'S to
many of the missing elements. From
these bits of evidence. along with
conditions of the period. it is possible to
make out some of the background- to
glimpse the secret years of Jesus.

Great Gift Ideas
and
services for the holiday season

Selection
Wine Selections in wooden boxes,
Wine Selections with racks
Liquor in decanters
Liquor in unusual packages
Cordials in Xmas wrapping

JerrySrown
Deboroh BIJrrell
Croiq DlHmar

Denis Junge
Charlie McSanan

Terry Erickson

Mark Oshinski
Seth Patmythes

Bob Fabiano

ArtPiaseck

Rick Green
Georgiana Hoffman

Dale Simms
EdwordWlller
Rick Young

Sieve Hoffman

Th~

Wine Store

(Continued on next poge)

Eastgate
Liquor Mart
. Service

Holiday dinner wine list, suggestions
which not only compliment traditional
feast!;" but yuur taste preference and
pocketbook as well.
Free gift wrapping or a box for every
bottle if you wish to wrap your
own.

Remember:
All of us at liastgate
wish you a Happy Holidayl

They lasted throughout his childhood
and young manhood until he reached
the age of about 30. at the st.ut of his
public ministry. when outraged neigh·
bors drove him out of his hometown of
l'Oazareth.
The long. formative stage before then
is unrecorded. except in fragmentary
intimations. What circumstances
shaped him? What influences wenl into
his development? What hard decisions
led to his hour of destiny?
Tht' concealed years began at his
birth in a hillside cave on the edge of
Bethlehem-a dark and draft ...
limestone cavern used for animals"':
smelly. littered with offal. crawling
with insects.
There, in desperation. a transiE'nt
peasant couple from C;alilee. Joseph
and Mary. had taken refuge for the
delivery of her son. It was not a
pleasant setting. as often pictured . .,..fraught with discomfort, anxiety and
difficulty.
The mother, weak from her labor
sl>"nk!ed the infant wi th salt to toughe~
ms SklO, swat~ him with strips of
cloth to brace hiS body. and laid him in
a chiseJed..out pit in the rock floor used
as a feed trough.
The da.te was about 7 B.C.-not A.D.
1, as mlscaluct!!sted in the modem
calendar.
.
The Roman empire's satrap, Herod
the Great, then ruled Is1 eJ. Scripture

On the day after Christmas,
It is not at all strange.
that the crowds are flocking in
W~th their gifts to exchange.
Their socks are too large;
Their ties are too bright;
Their slippers are wrong;
Their shirts are too tight.
Now, if you d·on't know
But,. :e eager to leorn
To Give and be sure
That your gifts won't return,
Then for the perfeCt gift,
look for the Eastgate sign;
Because no one takes back
His gift liquor or wine.

His childhood is obscure
(Continued from Page 20)
. Mary. who was about 16. The traditions
indicates that Jesus was born at least indicate that her sister, Salome. came
two yeal'S. and likely three. bE-fore to help them.
Herod's death. which was in the old
The child. circumci1.ed at the age of 8
Roman year 750, or 4 B.C. Also, days by the village mahel. was called
Scripture notes that the tax census "Yeshua." or Jesus, a com:non name
requiring Joseph to register in meaning the "Salvation of Jebwa." By
Bethlehem took place while Quirinius usage. he would be known as Yesbua
was Rome's governor of Syria. Modern ben Joseph. J~us son of Joseph.
archaeology has dated his term from 9
As a male child. and Mary's first
B.C. until 6 B.C.
born. he would take on aU the
Other evidence. such as st. Luke's obligations and rights as the future
statement that Jesus was about 30 when head of the faJ11i1y.
he began his ministry in the 15th year of
At the end of her 4O-day period of
the reign of U-.e Roman emperor
Tiberius. also w'JUld put his birth in 7 purification. as fixed in Mosaic law. the
couple
look the boy to the Temple in
B.C.
Coincidentally. in that year. as Jerusalem for his dedication to God.
Although
a lamb and turtledove were
determined centuries afterward by
astronomical calculations, an ex- the prescribed offering for a new son,
the
poor
were
permitted to offer only
traordinary conjunction of the planets
Jupiter and Saturn formed a blilliant two birds instead. as Joseph. a poor
man.
did.
spt-...-e low'in the evening sky. A
"star," says Matthew's gospel,
For more than a year. the couple
beckoned
the
Eastern sages, apparently resided in Bethlehem. with
presumably from Persia. on the 1.200- the child olmost entirely in his mother's
mile journey of perhaps a year or care. Husbands in those days weren't
more-in wonder and awe at what had inclined to tend infants. The boy would
transpired.
remain a suckling until he was at least
Months before they could arrive, 2.
however, the e:derly woodworker,
Joseph, and ~a youthful wife. Marr,
But sometime before that point the
obviously had decided to remain In
foreilP' utrologers arrived with their
Bethlehem. a small, dusty hamlet on a
mystic interpretations ar:d their gifts.
wind-swept ridge. rather than return at
The visit aroused s~picions of the
once to Nazareth.
depraved King Herod. whose fear of
Demeaning insinuations had arisen
olots already had drenched his own
there about her pregnancy, according
household in blood.
.
to ancient non-(:8nonical accounts., and
He dispatched troops to destroy all
the ccuple-almost alone in trusting the
Bethleherr. nurslings up to the age of 2.
holy inception-chose to stay away
a furious onFlaught of screaming terror
from that strained hometown atand massacre. yet a not-surprising
mosphere.
tactic in that regIOD of oppression and
Joseoh could work In Bethlehem at
defiance.
his carpentry trade. and manage some
Warned beforehand in a dream,
sort of shelter. either of handmade clay
Joseph had gathered his family in the
bricks. or by preparing one of the
night. and :utd fled southward toward
grottoes along the town plateau, where
Egypt, taking the boy. whose origins
dwelt many of the am-h-.rez. the
were framed in bewilderment. hardship
common laborers and herdsmen.
and violenCe. into the future d.:solation
Old writings, ll.·.ced far back into that
of exile.
era. describe Joseph as an a~ed. hardThe mark of the outcast was on him
working man. a widower when he wed
from the start.
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FeatUring a iarge selection of
Creative Holiday arrangements,
ornaments & gifts
as well as many beautiful pointsetias
azailias. and a variety of green plants

C----...
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~iday~Spec·
SAVE TIME!!
lill

\\.0

Values to $21 !!!

SAVE MONEY!!

i--------~I
I 8 pes. chicken.
'It lb. slow
, 'h lb. pot. salad I
3 rolls

I

J

I

I $5 67
•
I.\l
..

I.

12 pes. chicken
1 lb. slow
'12 lb. pot. salad
5 rolls

$8 77

I
. I

save$l.00 I,

_

..

I

sove$l.25.

.L..-..-_ _- - - I

Ir~------------I
16 pes. chicken I
I 1 lb. slow
I
I 1 lb. pot. salad II
I 7 rolls
II $11 83 I
I" SOV~$l.50JI

Just in time for winter. a
spectdcular of savings featuring
...~ sleeve cut and sewn, knit
and hannel shirts. Checkout our
w~ selection during our shirt
spectacular.

'----------

Offer good thru Jan. '1st, 1980
with coupon only_ Not good used in com birtation
.
with other offers.
_

Phone Ahead for Fast Service! II
457 ..3515
601 E.MAIN

S.E CORNERN. Wall & E. Main

. Carbondale
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Some SaDtas wear bolly wreaths and

St. Nick has had many faces
By Kafttl Clare

siadeat Writer

The jolly old man. dressed in a red

and white. fur-trimmed suit. and
sporting a white beard. twinkling eyes
and a "nose like a cherry" has been a
symbol of the AmerIcan Christmas
season for more than a hundred years.
But he hasn't always looked that way.
Today's Santa Claus developed from
a real pET5(1n. Saint Nicholas. who lived
in AD. 300. St. Nicholas was the bishop

of Myra in Lycia, a seaport on the coast
of Asia Minor.
According to legend, St. Nicholas was
extremely kind and became famous for
his generosity. He is said to 'lave often
given presents to the needy and many
miracles WE're accredited to him.
One of the most faMOUS legends aboot
St. Nicholas is thf' story of three young
~irls. Three young sisters were old
enough to marry. but their father had
(Continued on next page)

Photos by Tina CAJllins
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pieces at Christmas time.
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Some SaDtas are for "real. t •
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Some ~y Santas pack candles.

Santa CIallS
isachapof
•
many vIsages

Try Our Famous

GYROS

(Continued from Poge 40)
no money for d()\\·rie!l. SI. !IOicholas
heard or their plight and anonymouslv
gave each orthe sisters and a ba~ of
gold.
Facts aboul the lifE' of the saint arE'
obscure. fit' is buried in Rari. a seaport
on the south Adriatic coast of Ita Iv.
Every year thousands of pilgrims pay
tributl' to him by visiting the n.urch or
St. l'iicholas. which V'as founded in 1087.
AUt'r hi-; dt'ath. his popularitv spread
through,rut ,-:urope. lIl' IS on'E' of tile
most popular saints of the Christian.
faith and \\ilh the exct>ption of the
Virgin Mary. he is rE'presentE'd in
Christian art more frequently than anv
other saint."
•
In fo:ngland alone. more than 4011
churches have bE'en namro in his honor.
:'1 Nicholas is the ralron saint or
sailors. travt'lers. bakf'rs. merchants
and especially children.
On the anniversarv of his death. Dee.
6. countries all acroSs t:urope take part
in a celebration in his honor. the Feast
or St. Nicholas. In (iermany. Switzerland. the Nl'therlands. Belgium and
Austria. men dressed in bishop's mix's
rt>presenting the saint ride through the
~treets on white horses.
The mt'n visit with children. test them
em their prayers. urge them to be good
:iDd give them presents. This custom
originated in the legend of the three
sisters.
In fo'rance he is known as Pl're Noel:
In Italy. La BE'fana: in Switzerland.
rhristkindl.
In Germany. St. Nicholas sometimrs
appea:; as Pl'lz Nichol.· meaning Santa

;~I~~~~~~ rh!~' ~:n:~ir:,:t~!!~

beh:'ved throughout the year. The good
children are rewarded with gifts. the
bad ones receive bundles of twigs.
Dutch ;uJlnigrants brought the
custon\ or visits bv St. Nicholas to
Americil. The l'arly English settll'rs
quickly adopted thl' legends and
oS

~it::mS::.r:.!::.m~ra~m~ml'S

from

the ()utrh word "Sinterklaas.·' fo:nglishspeaking chiidrt'n tried to pronounce
the l.>utch namp for lhl' sainI. but in
their excitement. it soon changed' to
Santv (1aus or Santa Claus. The belief
that Santa ('nters the house through the
chimney dev('loped from an old Norse
Ipgl'nd.
In the "World Book Encyclopedia."
Arthur 1\1. Stalm says Santa's appearance began to change about the
time that his name was changing.
"For hundreds of years. Europeans
had imaginro 51. Nicholas as a tall.
thin. stalely person." Selm says.
1I0we\·er. in 11122 eJempnt C. Moore
wrolt> a poem for his children. "A Visit
from SI. Nicholas." which describes the
~int as Wl' know him today. The poem,
which has bl'come a Christmas classic.
begins "Twa;; the night before
(·hristmas .... "
The poem describes the saint as a
jolly old elf with twinkling eyes and a
long white beard. I\1rore's Santa puffs
. on a pipe. is "dressed aU in fur from his

GYROS' The greek gourmet sandwich
mode of U. S. choice beef blended
with Greek spices and cooked on
a specially designed broiler. It
is served on Pita (Greek natural bread)
garnished with tomatoes, onion and
a sour cream based sauce,

-m

~L~<¢
Seasons Greetings from all of
us at EI Grecos

Free Delivery

457·0303

at .ork~g 3-year-.ld
p&tti Flanigan's order,.
hE'ad to his foot" and rides in a sleigh
pulled hyeight flying retndeer.
Thomas Nas.. the American cartoonist. further developed Santa's
popular in,age. In a (amuus drawing.
"Santa ('Iaus and His Works." which
appeared in 1866. l'iast showPd Santa in
his work...hop with a record of all the
good and bad deeds of all children.
"The drawing also showt>d the
reindt>er-arawn sleigh. the pack or toys.
the stockings hung by th(' rirt>place and
the (:hristmas tree." Stalms says.
Santa's generO!'ity stems from the
real St. Nicholas who gave to those in
nPed out of the kindness of his heart.
Santa gives without wanting return
gifts. Ht' is an anonymous don"r. Be is
the ideal of human love. ChilciTen often
take it for granted that he will (lIve in
any case.
Santa is St. Nid,da'i in disguise. It is
St. Nicholas who blesses the children.
even though they might not know it.

Sial/photos
by Randy Klauk

and Tilla Collins
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Plan ahead-

1980
Christmas Club

516 S. Illinois Ave.

Thank Aztecs of Mexico
for poinsettia tradition
~

Hy Rill Murray
~f'nt

Writer

i Along with holly. mistletOE' and

C'Vergreen trees. the poinsettia is an

l;.u.blished symbol of the Christmas

season.

I {)"tures of poinsettia.~ date back to
tbe Aztecs in Mexico. before
Christianity.
To the Indians the
poinsettia was a sign of purity because
its brilliant red coloring.
The poinsettia's Christmas heritage
tes to 17th century Mexico where the
pant was used in the Fiesta of Santa
Pesebre. a nativity procession.
The poinsettia. native to Mexico. was
introduced into the United States in 1828
bv Joel R. POinsett. the U.S. minister to
M'exico at the time.
Gerald Coorts. chairman of the Plant
and Soil Science Dt-partment. explained
that the poinsettia is a photoperiodic
plant. extremely sensitive to light.
"It takes short days for t.'le plant to
set to flowering. A shor day consists of
11 to 12 hours of light. By keeping the
poinsettia on long days. consisting of 13
to 14 hours of light. the plant will
remain in vegetative state wHhout
flowering." he said.
Coorts said the Universitv receives
poi!lsett.a cuttings from' California
which are grown in the SIU-C
greenhouse "lid used in teaching and
research programs. The poinsettias are
kept on long days by the use of artificial
lighting from the time they are received
in August until Oct. 5.
. "By keeping the poinsettias on long
days until Oct. 5 the plants wiil not
flower until two months later. in
December. in time for Christmas."
CoorI:s said.
The flowered poinsettias are then sold
to the public ry the Plant and Soil
Science Club whit"h uses the rroney
from the sale to fund ;>rojects and field
trips. Ct'Orts said.
The most recent cultUr"6 of poin·
settias grown by the l'niversity have a

1

mlK'h better "keeping quality." Coorts
said. becau.-;e of genetics and selection.
"You can probably expect to keep the
flowel'S on the plant until Easter." he
said ..
Along with full sunlight and proper
temperature. 60 degrees al night and 10
to 15 degrees warmer during Ihe day.
an adequate amount of fresh air cir·
culation is impor!ant in the growing of
poinsettias. Coorts said.
"Poinsettias require a good deal of
spacing between plants becau."e when
they are t"rowded. the plants lose
quality. The stem is weaker and
thinner when the plants are crowded...
The nalure of the soil in Southern
Illinois requires the mOllification of the
soil the poinsettias are grown in. Coorts
said.
"We use a modified medium to grow
the poinsettias becau.-;e the soil here is a
very hea"y. tight soil. We have grown
some poinsettias in no soil at all. a
totally artificial medium. with a good
deal of success," he said.
Coorts said poinsettias will bloom
again the following year after being
bought if proper care is given t(1 the
plant.
.. After the plant starts losing its
leaves and become" unattractive
looking. you should wilhhold moisture
from it and put it in a crot dark place.
You want the plant to go dormant." he
said.
In late April or early May the plant
should be cut back to about six inches
from the pot and put in a place where it
wiD receive a lot of light. The amount
of moisture the plant receIVes should be
increased gradu:illy .as the plant grows,
he said.
The poinsettia can be grown in a
container or outdoors after the danger
of frost has passed and will grow to
about three or four feet by the eno i.'f
fall. he said.
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Use these prize-winner ideas
to recycle holiday gilt-wrap
CLEVELAND (API-If you have leftover holiday girt-wrapping paper. or
would like to take advantage of afterChristmas gift-wrap sales, L'1ere are
many ways of USing the paper
lhroug~t the year.
These suggestions are from a contest
condu.:ted by American Greetings
Corp. nere. aimed at finding alternative
USf'S for gift-wrap:
-Line cupboards. shelvf:t and
drawers. The selection of designs in
gift-wrap is greater than in shelf paper.
-Use as throwaway pla~emrtts. and
make party hats to match. To make
mats permanent. cover both sides ",..ith
clear plastic adhesive paper.
-Tape the gift-wrap to the back of
)our aquarium to make a beautiful
backgroumi.
•
-Make paper flO",-er5 out of ~ft-wrap
instead of crepe paper.
-Use as book covers or l'ing binder
covers.
-Cover a wastebasket, or make a
pencil well out of a coUee or nut can.
-Wallpaper ~ bathroom.
Use
regular wallpaper paste and coat with
polyurethane.

-l\lake a jewelry box by covering a
plastic container.
-llse as background for a bulletin
board.
-Line ser"ing trays.
-Cut outfitters from giCt-wrllP and
paste on po'>ter.
-Use as picnic tablecloths.
-Use 3S home tablecloths and cover
wm. a sheet of c1('ar plastic.
-Glue to cardboard box or wood
crate to make a toy box.
-Cut out designs or animal figures
from gift-wrap and paste them over
scratches on children's furniture or
walls.
-Co\er the outside of a clear glass
ashtray with the design side up against
the bottom, spray paint the sides. and
apply felt to the bottom for an unusual
ashtray.
'-Paste. design side up. on the bottom
of glass coasters.
~Jse foil gift·wrap paper as insulation
behind wood paneling in your home. in
utility sheds. for dog houses. and lv.hind
paneling in do-it·yourself campers.
-Cover a metal can with gift·wrap
and use for gifts of cookies or candy.

Aztecs gave lIS the poinsettia
(Continued from Page 60)
Coorts said plants grown indoors
should be given plenty of light, even
durin@ the evening hours, until the
~inning ..of October. AftO!!' October
the plant should receive light during the
entire day. but nOlK! after 5 p.m.
"You've got to give the poinsettia a
short-day situation for it to flO\\w,"
Coorts said. "This requires getting up
at 8 a.m. to make sure the plant
receivE'S the needed sunlight and then
r .;moving it after 5 p.m. This is the
hardest part about keeping a poinsetti&.."

Coorts recommends fertilizing when
watering the poinsettia once a week
while the plant is growing with a fertilIZer containing potassium, nitrogen
and phoshorous. After tilt' plant has
flowered. it "~Id be fertilized about
once every two weeks, be said.

According to the legend. a small boy.
with nothing to give. knelt to pray in the
snow outside. In the spot where he
knelt a beautiful plant with m:arlet
leaves grew immediately. and he
presented it as his, gift to the infant
Jesus.
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Fresh-cut tree, care of lights
Ilelp keep the fire truck away
By Karen Gullo
Staff Writer

.
.'.

tinsel shoufd be made of unleaded
material.
Strings do miniature lights that can be
plugged together and then plugged into
one outlet are popular this year because
they require Jess voltage than
tr:lditionai lIghts. McCoyn said. but no

. The holiday seallOh means parties.
presents and Santa Claus to most
people. but it also menns more accidents and fires. according to Carbondale fire department officials A
booklet o~ holiday safety tips compiled
by the fue department reports that
about 8.000 accidental deaths occur in
the nation during the month of
December each year.
Carbondale Fire Cbief Charles
McCoyn anu his a~!i'itant Everett
Rushing sugges',e1 se\'eral safety
measures to follow concerning
Christmas treP.a and decorations.
"When you iluy a tree, make sure it's·
very fresh." McCoyn said. "I.{ you're
not de\:oratil\l the tree vnill Christm~
Fve, stcre it ilULSide or in the coolest
part or the bouse. A dr)' tree is a fire
hazard."
N,) tree should be pla\~ed by a beat
register. heater or' firep.ace. McCoyn
said. "A seven-fox tree could bum up
in less than 30 seconds and cause
t:"<>ma"1dous heat. 8t' sure to k~p the
stand fuJJ of water ana if possible. keep
the I'OOID \.'\IUi." he !laid.
;rees should be kept away from
children's plat areas and rooms where
there is a lot or traffll: so the tree won't
get knocked down. McCoyn said.
Decorations that are unbreakable are
safer than .oass ones. be said. and

~~:!!r~~~tsorlightsShouldbe
"The light'! should be spread out so
that only a few strings are attached and
plugged
one outlet,"
McCoyn
said.
Cords into
should
be checked
often
to
make sure they are not gettirig warm.
which would
indicate
an said.
overload,
assistant
fire clIief
Rushing
If the
cords are warm then part or the load
should be removed.
Christmas lights should not be ~~t on
when no (IIle is at home, Rushing said,
::~~~ide lights shouli not be used
Certain types of wrapping paper are
made with wax and thrO\l\'ing them in
the
fire place
result
a flash
fire.
Rushing
said.could
As soon
asinthe
presents
are open. the wrapping should be taken
outside ~r.d diposed of. he :.aid.
Two special tips in the holiday safety
booklet advise tree decorators to nevt!l'
use a regular string of lig.its on a metal
tree because the danger of shock is
great. and never u~ plass wool or
"angel bair" in com~ination witb
spray-on snow bec~use thiS combination is mgt Iy c~b"stible.
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PANASONIC Video Systems
CT·6000
~..
o-Plece,.. , ..... Color YI~ Projectloft Sy.t_
Irs Ponotonic" Color Protect,on TV SY"'.H1'1 wtth 0 5 h
(meos~rttd dlagonolly) 10(1"". If con turn ,~~~ 1'YInfj:

room Into a sports Ot"eoG, cone.,.' han, M .....n Q '"<...... 1.
,heat ... when you connect 0 PonOSO'U( Omn'''I'iion IV VlfS
recorder to ,how tull.length feature mOYIH.
PQnQ~K s- P'OItt(hon TV gty." you Q brlgh' dear pte,..,r.
tho.t" naturol and MelfA. ,honk" to ColorPllot ond VtR
co4or conf!"~J Sys'em.. And rh,e one· pteC8 unit fold$ nea.dy

into i-'hi own otrractrye cob.,.., .hot J, 71·· deep.

$3700.00 Set-up & Delivered

~~uth sound and they" r. yours to watch on fOUl' own TV
... _
'fO'I _nt. The PV·2100
a mlKhonKol
TV tu ..... ond the PY·2200 giY.. yov a pu.hbutton tuner
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~!!~~~!!~~~li~ 'or
which
.ft$tant
molt .'honnel
. tMm ,.I
10>1.
... tion_
And They
they·r.
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whoch
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Compact Color Video
Sound Cameras
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-educational. Industrial & Home Use
CVHS&VCR
-lightweight (less than ~ Lbs.)
- Internal Synchronization
-Optical Viewfinder
-Foctory-setWhite Balance
-Front Mounted Electret Microphone
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PVll00 OmnlvlAlon VHS

$1350.00

POncK_< ' - yideo rlKorciers /", _ _ Ith -......t yov

wan'. w""" yOU want. The PY·IIOO <_cis 10 _ r
_
TV :.ond can recOld the progo"OIft you re _tc"'ng .•
or can r@cordonewhlleyou·r• •o'chlng another.·· And
with the- built- .... clock~tU',..' you con even .-.cord .,ov'
favorite TV program \whlt. you·r. away. Features Inc:...·hour ~ottOn. dtgttol ciock,tim4H, luill·t" TV 'W"'ert..
And a _ _ you ,·on depend on ...

Asic About Trading In Your Old Equlpmentl
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n-.mo.nofbe9O'l~""""'(~ CArvt~"'''.''''
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(Subject to inventory & availability)
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NV-T30 '/2" Video Cassette Tope 210' 30 min•.•• _•••••...••.• - .• $150.00
NV- T60 'IJ" Video Cassette Tope 417' 6Omin..•.••....•.....•.••• $200.00
NV- T120 lIZ" Video Cassette Tope 810' 120min.•.••••••••..•..•.• $250.00

....... : ... ~. { .. r,#j~ .....t>~

VP-l0 Panasonic Tripod ..••..••.•• _•••...•.....••.•••••...•.•. $40.95
Husky TV Tripod 3·section legs. with springhead ... _•.. -. ____ .. __ $140.00

Sl50.00

RA ••S. Dolby System

.eceI_

.r__

with 1uUt-1" C_tte
1I'ta~/""or"""'DoI""* Nohelt<HluctloftSysteM
.' wott.. per chon"*", nhnlmun RMS. both channe'~ drIven.
8
;.t'"~ns from .0-20.000 Hz. WIth no l'fIOf'e thanO.S-. totot hctnftonic
d,,,orItOft. OtrlKf-Coup/ed jlT'·On·OCL) clrcu,try. Loudn... <on-

.MJ .. MJ9M

St_

syst_price
& ............
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1T0t. Speaker ••Iector .... lth IA. 8. A • 8). AFC ... itch lor FM.
Dolby NR .vSlem. Cr02 normollOplt ...... tor. Two lev.I_-.
lor re<ord.ng ,on. doubl .. as tun'ng me .... ). Seporat. I.tt right
chonnel level control•. J-dig;, lOpe counter. ff r _ po....
con.rob. O~ &'IIKI S.mula.ed ..ood cob,_' Jo.b and
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ground. AC ou" .... and FM AM
Qn., .....~. T IH) • 21 1 8
(oN) • 12·3 ~. IO}
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58-1800

RF.22~TECH 13

.. Thnn......• SpooaII_ Sys_
"'9"'output~ co",.~tted dnpen,on ··Thruste,,· Sj:I4IOk..
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and h.gh fr _ _ ~ eftoc",",y. 10 hogh
_er.
laC pou,,,. radlotor; Ylbra-cone'} for nch. ctaep bo'S5e 3··
tw~t.,.. PensIVe rod,atar tuned Kequency 20 Hz
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~
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Hannukkah celebratesJews' religious freedom
The Jews revolted under !!;~
leadership of Judah the Msccal>ee, The
As Christmas day approaches, last·
revolt was SUCCf!SSfU] and the Jews
minute holidav preparations are
were allowed their religious freedom.
foremost in the m:l1ds of most
The re-dedicafion of the temple as a
Americans. For Jewish Americans,
place of religious practice after the
Hanukkah.
tl:e holiday of reo
revolt was celebrated by Jews :-bout 200
B.C.
'
~ication. to the temple and to religion,
IS also a time for celebration but does
According to one historical version,
upon entering the temple after gaini::g
not ~esent a ma. jor "holy" holiday,
according to Rabbi James Sagarin of
their religious freedom, the Jews
discovered that all of the oil except one
the Beth Jacob Temple in Carbondale.
day's supply had been used by the
Hanukkah begins on Dec. 15and iasts
Sr.rians. The oil was necessary for
for eight days.
il uminating the temple. But the oil
The Hanukkah celebration is
lasted for eight days. Ttoe lighting ~ the
festival of religious freedom. accordiPg
to Rabbi Sagarid. He explained that • eight Hanukkah candle. in celebration
of
religious freedom represents the
Hanukkah, in Hebrew the dedication of
miracle of one day's supply ~ oil
the altar, does not have the same
lasting
for eight days, Sagarin said.
religious impact on Jews as Christmas
The Hanukkah is called the Festival
does on Christians, but since it falls
during the Christmas holiday season it
~ the Lights in racrence to the
is blown out of prop!lrtion, be said
miracle.
The religious history associated with
In celebration. eight candles are
Hanukkah does not appear in the
placed in a candelabrwn, the Menorah,
Torah, the body of law and knowledge
and are lighted one for each day for the
found in the Jewish sC1"iptures and
duration of the celebration. An ad·
tradition, or in any other major Jewish
ditiocal candle is placed higher and in
dactrines, so it is not as "holy" 8$
the middle of the eight candIa and is
Christmas is to Chris~ans, Sagarin
used to light the otrns, ~.:Jj the middl~
said.
candle, the Shammastl. is lighted, the
·,It's a very simple holiday, it's a fun
Hanukkah prayers are recited.
holiday. Jews do not accept it as being
The candles are increased from rip;Jt
as holy as the high holidays. It should
t.l lelt as the celebration ,"'OOtinJ\eS,
he put in a proper perspective," said
ac~n!"<!!:;5 i..:. It manual ":i Jewish
tradition_ It takes +: Hal!:dtkah candles
Sagarin. who has been the rabbi at Beth
Jacob for about five months.
to celebrate the e.ght-day holiday.
Each day, a new candle is lit for the
The historical basis for Hanukkah is
previous days and for the current day of
found in the first and second books of
the celebration.
Maccabee in the Apocrypha. The
The Hanukkah candles sh":';J be lit
Apocrypha is defined in the dictionary
at sunset in a doorwa\' lIT window so
as "quasi·scripturaL.books I)f doubtful
authorship and authority_"
passers-by mav lOoit up and see the
canOJe:;- iIlaltlng known the miracle"Holidavs taken from the Tor::.!. are
according to the manual.
much more bindli,iS uH Jews than
holidays not taken from the Torah."
The Hanukkah prayers are recited as
~ra~n said_ High holidays such as
the Shammash candle is lit and touches
the other candles. The prayers are
Rosh ha-Shana and Yom Kippur have
roots in the Torah, Hanukkah. and the
usually recited in Hebrew and again in
English. Three prayers are recited over
lighting of the Hanukkah candl~'S
represents the oppression of the Jews in
the candles on the first day and two
prifyers the following days.
ancient Syria. Sagarin said. In ancient
Syria the temple was desecrated by the
The prayers thank God for the
~yrjans. Jews were forbidden to
religious preservation ~ the Jews. One
practice their rites and ceremonies, he
prayer l"':-tis. "Blessed are You. l.ord
said_
our God. King of the Universe. who
"The ~yrians desecrated Jewish
per!!!1'med miracles for our fathers in
holiness. '. Sagarin said.
those days."

' .

Pining for a tiny tree? Try a Norfolk
only 18 inches to 3 feet bill. are w.,ll
l>ilil~!d to smaU apanments where large
trees would not fit, he puints out.
Norfolk Island pines wiD bring en·
joyment long after Christmas. Scully
points out. since the pine in its pot fits in
among other household foliage and with
careful handling will remain green and
healthy throughout the year.
The Florida Foliagf' Producer'$
group recommends placing the tiny
pine in a woderately humid room.
keeping the soil moist aOO fertilizing
monthly_

i

fROM

Carbondale's Largest,
Most Conveniently Located Bank

~ First National

\J.J ~~~~7~nrfsust
Company
.

a

HOLLYWOOD. Fla.· (APl-To keep
the old tradition of a Christmas tree in
today's often limited space, a group of
major growers of indoor foliage in
Florida suggest using the Norfolk
Island pine to pack a lot ~ holiday spirit
into a smaU spac:e.
"The Norfolk Island pine is the
modern Yule tree," said Bob Scully of
the Fl!n"ida Foliage Producers. "This
miciature tropical evergreen captures
all of the grace and charm of the
traditional tree and brings a festive
touch to mantelpieces or serves as an
attractive holiday centerpiece."
The tiny trees. many of which are

I

Il$~,.~
. ir_',:

8y LeanM Waxman
staff Writer

Member FO'C
'It,

20% OFF SEIKO WATCHES
25~1o

Ofr Or-~ DiAMONDS
214

so. ILL. AVE.

CAllf>ONDALE. ILL. 62901

PHORE 457-5080

~m;

E
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Merry
Christmas

~ii~~~"ff~-~,::-~ill~·.=J3~i Bake
Comeupon
in and
~omething

~

~rEW~I3:::t5:JI

Delicious!
Mr. Natural's has fresh

herbs & spices! All th~

-=-."._c==~ ingredients for your
~~d holiday baking needs!
!i!

Mr. Natural's even
has Christmas Gifts!

a Happy
Holiday
.-- --Seasoh·

.
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Radio station leads the way
in collecting food for needy
By Joan Major
Student Writer
Christmas isn't totally (.'ommereial.
welL's }o'eed the Hu~.'Y ChrLs',mas
Campaign is a case in point.
Ten thousand cans of food will be
distributed to the poor of Southern
Illinois, thanks to prom(ttion by the
radio station and the help of individuals, scho-Jls and organizations.
"We feel we owe the public public
service," said Mike "The Polack"
Chvlewski who originated the Idea.
Chylewski's office is crowed with boxes
of canned food.
"There has been a lU'eater response
to the campaign than expected. [
thought I'd be the only one working on
the campaign and now I've got so much
help it's pbeoomenal,·· Chylewski said,
shaking his head.
"At least 150 baskets of food will be
distributed," hE' estimated.
The
baskets will includ~ a variety I)f different food groups.
.. A la~e number of Ir!tters bave been
received' from people 9!ho are in need of
the food and each county bas its own
need of food." Chylewski said.
When asked about tbe different
groups involved in ;he camJ)!lign be
said, "Individuals are helping willi the

campaign. A man from MiU Creek, 10
miles souti: 'Jf Anna, brought a couple
hundred cans of food. Organintions
like Sigma Tau Gamma which collected
1,100 hundred cans of food and the
United Mine workers, who under the
direction ~ Tony Kujawa, are putting
in a great deal of effort toward the
campaign. General Telephone workers
are in on it also."
Inside a WCIL office, boxes are
stacked with rood so far collected. In a
back ronm, there are more stal:ks and
,..o.-e boxes.
"Italiali Village collected money and
went out and bought eight cap-ned
hams," be related. ''The Girl Scouts
wiU be helping me bag up the food,"
said Chylewski. who started the
campaign the first of ~tober.
"The food wiD be pJt in ta'le Jam Van
and distributed," sr.id ChylC!\1o'!<lti who
hopes to have all the 'ood distributed 00
Dec. 21 and 22. "Hopefully. we'll be
able to get the local fire departments to
help us with the distribution since they
know the different areas."
"People are taking it upon themselves to make this ~appen," he said.
Cbylewski plans to have the campaign
again next year.

All the glittering baubles
tVOlt't be hUllg on the tree
Bv t,nai"f' f'noIl
Ass~iated Press Wnur
A lot of gold will be glittering under
Christmas trees, according ttl an industry spokesman who says the rising
price of the precious metal has not
discouxaged buyers.
.
"The prices only seem to r"!mf(1l'ce
the conviction that it tgoldj n.ust be
valuable," said Morton Su-e.t,
president of the Jewelry Induli ry
Council.

t
I

About 40 percent to 45 pt'rcent of au
jewelry is sold at Christmas, Sare:t
said. As for gold, .. there·s no questiOb
that U's pracUcally up at the top:' he
addPd. "There is a fabulous demand
everywhere. "
Despite the demand, many stores are
having sales em gold in advance of the
holiday season. Why? '1'0 move more
of it." said SaretL "To keep tramc up
high."
The price of an ounce of gold on w:JI'Id
trading exchanges has doubled in five
years - from just under SIDO at the end
of 1974 to around the $400 mark now.
~elry costs reflect this increase.
Retail prices. however, do not (~cUy
mirror the ups and downs of the bullion
market. A It:ge part of the cost of
jewelry is workmanship. A designer
signature :llso ad(lS to the pFice. The
cost of the gold itself, there(ore, may
account for a relatively small
proportion of the price of the finished
product.
Sarett said many buyers are confused
by the different types of gold jewelry

an.lable, Here is a look at some of the
baoSit: terms:
-Karat. The word karat refers to the
proportion of gold. Something which is
24 karat gold is considered to be pure
gold, Twenty·four out of 24 parts are
gold. Something thar~ marked "14
karat" or "14K" has 14I'!!'ts of gold to
every 10 parts of a strengthening al1<,y.
-Gold jewelry. By law, anything l'lat
is marked "gold" in the United States
must be at least 10 karats or about 42
percent gold. Other countries have
different standards; in Engla'!d, for
example, 9 karat jewelry can be sold as
gold.
~d fiUed. TIus type of jewelry.
somet'mescalled gold overlay, is made
by mechanically bol1ding a layer or
layers of gold to a base metal. usually
copper. The outer layer or layers must
be at least onetwentieth of the metal's
b>:a1 weight. The fineness of the gold
that is used must be at least 10 karats;
it may be more. which is why you oiten
see things marked "14K Gold Filled" or
simply "14K G.F."
-Rolled gold plate. This is a te.-m
used to describe highquality costume
jewelry. It's made the sarr.e way as

r:!:r~~ =~::::i~ ~~~~:y::t!~

weight. Markings on individual items
will tell you the ra tio of gold USf!d.
-Gold electroplate. This is the
marking you will see on costume
jewelry that has been electrolytically
coated with at least seven one·
millionths of an incb of gold.

at
ogler Motor C
301 N. Illinois
Carbondale·
457-8135
C" • •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . .

I
December 1979
I
. I Oil & Oil Filter Special i
includ~ up to 5 quarts of Ford oil,
I
II motorcraft
oil filter and instollat!~n.
I
TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE--parts & lal?or ...

$9.28
tax8S9xtra

December 1979

Front lnd Alignment Special
Check & adjust caster. camber & toe-in.
Does not include vehicles equipped with
Macpherson strut suspensions. Domestic
passenger cars only.

TO)-.AL SPECIAL PRICE AS DESCRIBED •••

taxMextra

December 1979

Shock Absorber Special

Includes: parts & i"stallation of a pair of
motorcraft sure trocker shock uLsorbers.
Includes cars and light trucks. does not include
vehicles equipped with l\\acpher.son strut suspension

TOT AL ~PECIAL PRICE-.parts & labor

tax. . .xtra

December 1979

Automatic Transmission Check
Includes: bond adjustment. screen cleaning.
"djustment of manual and throttle linkage;
includes rep!acement of fluid and gasket.
Ford-Built vehicles only.

TOT AL SPECIAL palCE AS DESCRIBED.

$34.37
taxes.xtnt

Redeem only at
Vogler Motor Co •

.•
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Sevea-year-old Amber Smith of
Marion is b1terested bI a don with
hair to color .. earl-oue of the
many ''true to We" toys that'll par.k
Santa', bag.

()n the ioyJrollt:

Dolls that grow and games that think
8v Sh~lI~v Davis
staff Wri&er

Browsing through a toy store these
days. irs hard to tell if manufacture""
are more int~restetf ill keeping Johnny
out of mom am! rI..,fs hair or keeping
mom and dad out of J('hnny's hilir.
Manufacturers are becomin{! more
innovative every year bringing the
nPWest toy technology to America's
children and young-at-heart.
By far the fastest selling items in toy
stores this Christmas. despite their
$25.99 to $35.99 price mg;;. are electronic games. Most of the gdmes are
made for •\:hildren" 8 years and up.
These electronic gadgets range fron.
tradition.," cops and robbers to galactic
battles in the space. But what make

these toys so appealing are the sales
pitc/le4 pnnted on the bOlt.
Take. for example. Maniac by Ideal.
The box proclaims that this game is "a
fiendishly clever paranoid electronic
game" that "tes''' your senses in 'our
different ways." A perfect gift (or any
lo-year-old. psychologist.
Then. there is l';i~tronic Two-Man
Skeet. also by Ideal. This prom ises the
"thrill of outdoor skeet shooting indoors." definitely for the rugged types.
Sports enthusiasts also have a place
in the electronic ma:itet. There are
baseball. football. basketball. hockey
&nd soccer games. Most of these are
nand held battery gadgets about the
size of a pocket calculator.
Somt' of the other electronic gamf'S

fall into the educational toy bracket.
Mattel's Simon. which came out last
year and bad troUI:'I~ s'.cIying on store
shelves. is again a fa:~·selling item this
Christmas. Sensor. :nade by Scrabble.
il; an :!1t:Ctrunic word game with a
memory bank of ~·ords.
The 2X-I. Robot uses eight-track.
teres to ask!! 4uestion:. and then indicates whl:Lher ans·..,t'rs are correct.
Tapes are made (or todcliers through
adults.
Baby dolls are also becoming more
~ to hfe. Ti1ese cuddly pieces of
plastic can now get diaper rash. slurp
their bottles. have their heartbeats and
temperatures taken. and open their
eyes and reach up to "mommy" when
they are fed.

One doll can even grow from an infant to a toddler right before your eyes.

Young ladies can also prepare dinner
for their dolls quickly after a loug day
of playing by using their minimircrowave ovens and instantly
squeete fresh juice in their Juice
Blenders. both by Kenner with Betty
Crocker's approval.
...
Another toy hitting the market thls
year is Kenner's X-ra, Stretc!! Man.
This "see-thru in\'ader" can have its
limbs pulled out of shape and quickly
pops back to ' .... rmal. Its o~ans and
blood vessels are all graphically
displayed.
Some old faithfuls that are still
selling: Tinker Toys.' red "·.:gons.
electric train sets. bicydes.
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Elet'troni<- games art' big St Uers with kids of all ag('s.

riple-sticky fingers are sign
hat it's Iloliday shopping time
from aU age groups shoplift and it
would be wrong to label one or two
spedhc age groups as shoplifters.
K-MIi'.rt incruses their stock during
t~ Clristmas r·lSh. Thev 1.1so double
their Sf'~urity fot.-e whlc-h patrols the
store in plaincl{Jrhes lind watches
shoppo~rs from secUt Sty wir dt)~·s along
th'C walls.
McNamara said he i;; rIOt sure if any
specific items are prime targets for
shoplifters, but he said snch thieves will
steal "anything from a 15-cent pen to
large portable radios, to 11e arlded that
shoplifters, especially the professionals
who police call "booste..s," will hit
"almost any kind of store."
"They'll (boosters) 1lI'ork in groups at
times, Their targets are stores that
carry the more expensive merchandise
or departments of stores that carry
more expensive merchandise," McNamara said.
Both stOI'1'.5 and lOCal police are eager
to prosectJ~e on any and all !ohoplifting
cases. Carbondale police win "beef-up"
root patrols in areas where large
~~':~~! :fte tend to cougregate,

v Bill Ct_e

ian

Writer

While most Christmas shoppers
rowse through department strJres
Y.>kili~ for approprIate present'i te:· give
leir familv and friends there are also
lany more peo~le than usual looking
r appr!'l'riate Items to steal.
Shoplifting. a crime punUihable by 364
ays or less in jailor a fine for a first
rrense. is three times the normal rate
uring the Christmas buying season,
ccording to Paul Keeney. security
anager at li-Mart in Carbondale.
Tom l\1r:..amara of the Carbondale
lice saic' shoplifting and other crowdelated off~S<!S such as pick pocketing
nd ~tching increase any time
he number of shoppers increases.
.. As you see an increase in shopping.
'ou see an Increase in shoplifting,"
IcNamara said. ''Shopliftin& is a
roblem in Car!xmdale throughout the
'ear because it is a shopping center for
he area."
Keeney said 35 percent tJ 40 percent
f the stopIifters caught in K-Mart are
n the Ii to 25 age group. However. both
'eeney and McNamara said people

reg. Direct Drive Manual
$158,00
Turntable

$12!.OO
Kenwood Kt·7S00
Tun."

E' .,et9 .•:'.]'

..:.._'!

reg.

340.00

I

KX-'030

_u .. :')

AM/FM Slereo
Tuner

. sale

$269.00

3 Head

Cassette Deck

reg. 450.00
sale

$325.00

You'll Like Our Tape ••• Or Your

Campus (;reeks inake it truly merr:r
Ry Marcia L. lIayes
Studpnt Writer
The Inter-Greek Council at SIU-C
enli~ted all volunteer manpower it
could to provide an enjoyable and
memorable Christmas r(;r local undt-!-privileged families.
"What is Christma'l witho .... t the
smiles of children 1'5 they enjoy toys.
dothes and a good home cooked meal
with family and friends," Debra
Cullins, C.hair :01' this year's annnal
re;ve observed.
That's wha~ "Operation Merrv
Chri~tmas" is all about
•
Member of the c.:ouncil proposed that
every child had the right to a

KX-l030

Once you hear how Fuji premium cossettes improve the sound of your recorder, you'll be spoiled! With richer
lows. Clearer. more extended highs.
Reduced nc.;:;CI. And high volume levels.
without distortion. Try Fuji today! If
you're no' deli;Jhted. refurn the tope
within 7 days for n.fynd or exchange.

memoraule and prosperous Christmas.
Consequently, f'lr more than two years
now, members have collected toys,
clothes, canned !loads, boo;,(s, and any
other items th~ felt wO\l.ld enhance
some
underpl'ivileged family'.,;
Christmas.
This yez': the cou'lcil VCl'tured to the
Eunna Hayes Centa' and the \'i"men's
Center to obtain names of famHies they
felt would benefit from their efforts.
'"The-.e were two places where we
kupw !amiIie5 needed some sort of
help," explained Cullins.
Tht' drive began Dec. 4 and was
scheduled to wrap up with a Christmas
party for the children on Dec. 12,

FXll-C90

M-S 10-8

. $6.95 NowS5.00

Sun 12-5

ONE STOP Christmas Shopping
w~

haveRock, Soul, JAZZ, Comedy Country, Sound tracks'i
Disco, Cutouts, Imports, Mobile Fidelity Master Recordings, I
8-Tracks and Cassette Tapes.
i
Blanke Tapes -TDK, Maxwell, Memorex.
'Reccrd care accessories . . Disc·washers, 0 m refill, Tape cleaners,
cloth, speaker wire., record dividers, Stylus: record sleeves, ETC.
Complete line of paraphe~nalia .-Big 0 Posters,Comix,
shnets, Incense, Strobelaghts, Bongs, P:pes, papers,
Clips, Scales, Christmas Cr.rds and much, much more!
Thank you for ~/our patronage and
>

HAPPY

HOLIDAYS.
t·
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Give

a gift that .

lasts all year ...
a membership to
Court Club
as lowas·50
Call for more
Information - 457-6785

~)COURTCLL'B
Old Rt. 13. eeht..,d UnlveAity Mali, Carbondale

Chen's Four Seasons
Rc~turant

Highway 51. South l'arbunJalc

Home o/the best Chinese Food in Southern Illinois

A single reclrose com!::n.d with a sprig of boIIy. fir lips and a Christmas
omament f:Dbaace5 a boliday table seiliag.

Roses are appropriate decor
to combine with evergreens
CHICAGO IAP)-Cumbining 7"ed
roses iln-l green plants offers a differel1t
wav to decorate the house in traditional
holiday colors. the Rose Information
Bureau sug~ests.
The Jegt"fld of the "Christmas Rose."
which attributes its origin to the day
~hrist was born. makes the symbol of
celebration and love especially ap-'
propriate to the season. the bureau
points out.
There are duens of ways to make
seasonal decorations with fresh red
roses. the bureau suggests.
For a lovely and romantic holiday
flower arrangement. display the red
roses in a favorite vase with an
aSS4>rtment of evergreen boughs. You
might want to spray the boughs with a
iight touch of artificial <>now before
aclding them to the roses.
Or make a creative coffeetable
arrangement by floating red roses in
brandy snifters or wine glCi5!e5 of
assorted sizes. Place sprigs of deep
green holly and a few tree ornaments
around the stems of the goblets and
intersperse with floating oil and water
candles.
To enhance the effect. reflect the
warmttr of your arrangemenl by
placing it on glass-mirrored squares
from the hardware store.

Toy Tractor Trailer
•Realisttc model by
Nylint

.t c:.t. ' h
.... ...,JIy

"Spruce" up a plain greenery wreath
by placing tiny red rosebuds around the
circle. To kep the ~es fresh. put them
ill water-filled florist t~ tx'fOi"e inserting them into the- wreath. The
inexpensive tubes. which can be !-ought
at most florist shops. should be refillf'd
daily with just barely warm water.
Hung over a mantle or on an entryway, this r()!\y wreath will provide
days of season's ~reetings arad enjoyment.
There'S almost no limit to the
be;!utiful Christmas .iecorations you
can l.-reate with red fOSE'S. the bureau
notes. Add them to tree ornaments.
Make a garland with holly and roses far
the fireplace l'~ a doorway. Or insert
roses in the bo""s of pretty. giftwrappf'd packages.
IWses are a perfect touch fOT holiday
entertaining. too. When serving buf(etstyle, use holly and red roses as a
!estive g.,\rnish for gelatin molds and
other cold holiday dishes.
For an elegant dinner table. try a
centerpiece of red roses and evergreen

~rXs i{! :i1~;~n~tic~~d""~~:

a single red rose within or atop the
napkins at each place setting. Your
gue:>!s win have a take-lilome present of
holiday cheer.

FeaturinQBuffet Lunch

11 :30·3:00 p.rn
All You Can Eat

$2.50

Regular Menu

of more than 70 varieties
of Gourmet Dishes

Evening Hours 5:00 10:00

Weekends

5:00·11:00

Closed on Monday

This is on Xmas ad for Wuxtry Records. You can find us at
404 S.lIIinois Ave. You can call us at 549-5423. We wont to
sell you Records, Tapes, & Books. This ad is designed to
have you come in and buy our stuft. We think you' should
know about our new seiedion of very hard -to find
imports and music mags. And cheaper. And hard to find
re(;ords from the SO's, 60's & early 70's. And we help you
protect your records with Qur new Inner plastiC sleeves.
And new outer plastiC sleeves. too. Yes, we have full
color concert photos of Mick und Keith and Ron and Bill
and Charlie and others. More, yes. Many. many new and
used cassettes. And. Tracks and books, science fiction,
comics and low prices. And good service. And we have
buttons, too. And bring t"is ad in for a discount. SOON.

Add a little
Spirit to the
Holidays . • •
Available at
Most Bars and
Liquor Stores

...._.._-~,.....IIIIIP.-..~~~~I111!1'!1~....".il;.~.~~~~~~~,~.,;;, ~,.;:,~,~~p~~~;?~
;ZC
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GAll01iday items feature
useum reprodu·ction cards
The gift shop is smffed by volunteers
who are members of MAGA. The
organizafion has about 400 mt'mbers
comprised of students, faculty. and
area residents.
The eight-member buying committee
orderS goods from a mt'rchandi5e mart
in Chicago. The market has twe !lift
shows a y~ar. one in January and
another in July. that the lJuyers try tIl
atte~d
iii orde!' to meet ne",
whtl!esalers.
"We try to get something Cor
everybody." "ialsh said. "Most of our
items are handmade from natural
materials. We try to stay away from
plastics."
Not all of the gift shop's items are
import£d. It also sells small cornhusk
dolls made by a Carbondale woman.
sw~t potpourris «fragments of leaves
and flowers) made in Anna and an
African thumb piano. also made in
Illinois.
There are coast"~rs that are
reproductions of CagaJl art pieces ~or
$7, oiled paper umbrellas from Chma
for $5,50 and. ollvewood bead form
Israel for $6.50.

JPItf '! Olson

Writer
as tree o"namt'nts from
ia. cards from England.
from China and ad,'ent
from Germ3ny are among
itifts that can be
t~~~:cs at the Museum and Art
Association gift shop, in
II.
year we really went in for
• said Kathy Walc;h. head of
buying committee. •• A lot of
are museum reproductions
we try to ket'p things related to
or U.e University."
in 19i6. ~!AGA is a nonorg'imil;.ati()fl that promotes the
and programs of the SIU,c
121~~UIT\s and art ·ganeries. The gift
its
toward purper1marleflt collections for the

I

Moe. chairwoman of MAGA.
: .:ally the support group
We sponsor a lively
t~~~~=~o:program which includes
and excursions (or group

I

I'ALLAS lAP) - This year's croP of
to Santa' Clau." includes
~::~~:~~'~; interrogationlo, plaintive
warnings of danger. Some list
want and are also asking for

have been really good and I want to teU
you what I want for Chmtmas. I don't
want to barg in so fast but I'm so
anxious to tell you what I want OK let
me ten you. A TEN SPEED Oh please
give me one I'll get down on my knees.
but please give me one. Oh if you do oil
please du give me one that's fit for an
eight in half yean old girt"
Gerald Adams of Dallas wrote: "I
hope you and your reindeers don't ~t
caught by some space men 8~ld they
take you for slavery if they do SDme
body will come :l~ save )ou and they
wiD bring you back to. earth and Miss
Santa will take you back to the North
Pole and I bope it will not happen
Again."

I
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Christmas Trees

~

Scotch Pine and Balsam (live & cut)

~

.}t

(live white pines)

Poinsettias

(Large variety in three sizes)

~' 'We also have Christmas Wreaths

~

~r;;,.4' .w.1II'''"4' JlM# t'aU'IM a Iml',d
/,Ianl and ~"illfl MJII" flI"" ;nl'l 'ANt "",Id.
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••• CelYe your

No _ cus_ _ malc . . hntl_ fee
_ _ _ _ . . . . . .1n-RoIIWns.
w. _I.e them In our store and
decorate them to order. uslntl
many flavor combinatl_ and
fane ful trhnmlngs . . you IfMIdfy
O r c ' - from fabulous
party and d - n . .toetlon. w.

••

yau
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•

Buy 1st. item 20% off(highest priced item)
':II
ff
Buy 2n d . item 30~oo
(next highest priced}
Buy 3rd. hem 40% off (next":ghestpriced)
Buy 4th. item 50% off(lowest priced item)
. Brands

,

:

••

~

{We've selected name brands from all departments}

~.,

:
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Come in & play our Christmas Savings Game

J.~

••

i.Murdale S~ping Center:

'lUgkf!aMtWn~ ~ ~ ~~. ~~

..==:....

:
•
•

~gIIt :~lriud"""

~ 1/~~ m-t ~ ~ fu»n OU/t

l~thrOUghaut
tile store

•
•

..

ed
: hollays
: their just desserts.-'

'Ne re Pulling Down Prices on Kids Clothe's !
~~rt/ou 'l'lpndUte ~ ce~ # f!ut

Large"'ectlonM Rect Tag

.

'--'

•
•

i~clude: Aileen Girl, Billy the Kid, Buster Brown,

Casual Time, Donmoor, Harbor Belle, Rob Roy,
Rosebud Duds and many, many more.
(Free Gift WrappirkJ)

·TIIWII THIBYIII .SlOP
.Special Holiday Hours:

Open til 8:30 Mon.Fri Sot til 5:30
Sun 1-5

Plastic, drjed or fresh,
nnstletoe does its tlli.ng
By Kelly Harling

manufacturing its own food, is D8 tive to
tropical and semitropical regions.
Mistletoe has been a holiday kissing
excuse for many generations.
Traditionally, ( very timt> someoOt> is
kissed under the misUetOP. one of the
white bt>r-rWs of the plant must be
plucked. and when tht> last berry is j!00t>
there should be no more endeamlents.
This custom probably originated in
Scandinavia. But thousands of years
before, mistletoe was the object of
many superstitions. Because it appeared as if by maj!ic and had no roots
in the earth, people thouj!ht it had
magi('al powers. Actually, birds carry
the sticky seeds, the white berries, from
tree to tree. The mistletoe roots
penetrate the sap-bearing layers of the
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That little ball or mistletoe tied with
red ribbon and hanging in conspicuous
places at Christm:lstime has been a
symbol of peace and good will for a long
time.
Whether it's the first kiss, 8 kiss to a
dear friend, or a kiss to close kin, the
kiss Uflder the mistletoe has long been
an inducement to wann the heart at
Christmas.
ik.j!{ardiess of whether the mistletoe
is plastiC'. dried, preserved or fresh
from the florist, the effect is the same.
No one knOIol'"S for sure how the
custom of banging mistletoe during the
holiday season got started, but its
history indicates tha~ it is appropriate
for this time or yera.
Sacred to anc~ent Celtic priests,
called Druidlt, ::..lStletoe was believed to
have many miraculous powers. The
Druids used to give people sprigs or the
plant as a charm.
The plant. which was thought to ward
off evil and to promise bappiness as
long as it did not touch the ground. was
used at religious gatherings in Europe
hundred or years ago.
Among the Romans it was a symbol
of peace and it was said that when
enemies met under it, they discarded
their arms and declared a truce. It was
from this that the custom or kissing
WIder the mistletoe probably began.
The most familiar mistletoes are
Viscum album. the species of European
legend. and Phoradendron flavescens,
the American mistletoe. Both art>
evergreen plant!> and bear translucent.
whitish berries.
Mistletoe. which is capable of
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During the Middle Ages whenever
plague was rampant. those wishing not
to contract the disease would wear a
wreath of mistletoe around their necks.
Italian and Swt>dish peasants hung it
from ceilings and rafters to keep evil
spirits away. and the Japanese sowed it
in their gardens for a more plentiful
harvest.
Mistletoe, howt>ver, must not touch
the ground or it wiU bring bad luck. so
some myths say.
lRgend says that mistletoe was once
a tree. But because oot> was fellt>d to
make Christ's cross, it was forced
thereafter to be dependent on other
trees.

You can't grow mistletoe. it just
happens. But you can buy it at the
nori"t's and hang it in a strategic place.
You may not only gt>t kisses hut good
luck as wt>lI. Mistletoe is said to
promise peace and friendshIp to all who
enter where it is displayed.

()n ~lontserrat,

-

'no mamm)-'
is no invitation to kissillg
By Uaiversity News

Serv~

Mistletoe means Christmas, right?
Not on lhe Caribbean island or Montserrat.
.
Or. Montserrat. the Dlant with the
delicate green leaves aild small white
berries so beloved of English and
American Yuletide traditions is known
as "no mammy," and local women use
a tea brewed from its leaves and
berries as a primitive but effective
substitute for birth control pills.
Mistletoe is one of many plants used
by the people of Montserrat and
cataloged by SIU-C ethnobotanist
David Brussell during research he
conducted on the island for his Ph.D.
degree. Ethnobotany deals with the
aludy of plants a they are used by
people.
BrusseU says mistletoe does prevent
conception, but he doesn't recommend
that American women try to substitute
It for other birth control methods.
"I really wouldn't a!t..ise it as a home
remedy," Brussell said. "People could
burt themselves very easily."
Ht> said mild doses of the brew block
conc~ption by preventinjC fertilized

eggs from becoming implanted in the
walls or the uterus. Stronger doses will
cause 8 developing fetus to abort. A
cup that's too su-ong can be fatal, he
said.
"No one has done much work with
this plant," he said. "Ifs not known
what the possible side effects are, or at
what point the dose becomes
poisonous."
During his research visits, Brussell
talked with Montserratans who keep
alive traditional knowledge of herbal '
remedies and useful plants. He thinks
it's important to preserve the information.
"This knowlt>dge is the result of
thousands of >ears of trial and error."
he said, "If it's lost, it's a loss of some
very valuable information."
During his survey, Brussell
examined plants that JlCf'Ple used for
everything from buildir.g materials to
possible cancer cures and collected a
cabinet full of samples.
BrusseU hesitates to write off as
quackery or superstition many of the
claims made for l\lontserrat.1:i ~rbal
remedies.

Marilya Bradley, Marion, ftocIs a card pushing the mistletoe gambiL
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Creating the
mystique of fire

Comes with one 8lf.!"
Gloss Stemmed
CondIe Holder, one

Libbey brings you
the illusion of

two votive candles.
in COIoduI gift carton.

under water.

candles under

gloss chimney. plus

CARBONDALE
Trophy Company ~

fhesea.Justadd

water. food

coloring. and
decorat~e

~~ ~

1 initial engraved
free with purchase

touch d under
sea magic.

7... hr. engf'oving service
Open M·F 9:00-6:00

~=~r.~~(~~.~

SAT 9.:00-5:00

Tune-up Before You Leult'e For

25% OFF
regula ... price for most cars

Christmas Break
r----------------------- 25 %offcoupon-----------------------.

ENGINE TUNE-UP

with coupon

tl.:a~.

..........:m..as ......

Vic Koenig
Chevrolet

18.75
23.85
34.3!i

High _r91 Ignition

Regular Ignition

4cyl. reg. $2;;.1lO

!l1 .05
37.05
47. 10

6cy1. reg. 31.80

8cyl. reg. 45.00

offer good thru 21/21179

(

mode15)

197"
andptior

4cyl reg. 41.1 0
6cy1. reg,

49,~~

8cyl, reg, 62.80

ngle bells bring increased
peals for charitable gifts
andolph E. fkhmld
ialed Press Write

,\SHINGTON lAP) - If you
n't noticed the department store'
as and jingle twn music, it's still
to tell the holiday season is here.
charity appeals are pouring in.
rk. hungry eyes of children stare
the pages of ma@arines full of
'stmas gift ads. imploring readers
hare, send a contribution today.
asonal cards and gi't items are
. ed on shopper!'. and the sale is
tened when the lJuyers believe a
lion of the price helps cure a dread
ase or save a baby seal.
any -charities do fine work. and the
sumer advisers at the national
lOcH of Better BlUIineslo Bureaus
e you to give, I>oJt give wisely.
ry to base your charity decisions on
ts and common sense as well as
otion.
he council notes that charitable
tributions Cl\O only make a difence if the dolliU'S are actually spent
the cause fc.r ~Ihich they were
ated.
'or telepHone, door·to-door and

au

may be in " reai hOliday mood
ht DOW, but wCJ you b! saying "humg" when you have to shed those
cess pounds when the !:lew year
mes?
Jane Esker. home economist for the
. Louis District Dairy Council, points
t U'..at many of us get carried away at
is time of year and don't realize how
any extra calories we're consuming.
You don't have to be a "Scrooge" and
oid holiday goodies entirely, but
'ker has a few pointers to keep from
veloping a belly like jolly old St.
·ick.
"'irst of all. remember that you need
bout 15 calories per day for each
nd of weight. ·So. a person weighing

street corner appeals, asking the right
questions usually s1uekhes the
misleading or unscrupulous pitch. the
council says, without discouraging the
legitimate charity that has nothing to
hide.
The unscrupulous solicitor who hopes
to pocket most or all or the contribution
wiIJ be anxious to cut off questions 8.1d
move on to a more likely prospect.
A legitimate charity e~courages
donor interest not only in its goals, but
also in its finance.
Here are some questions suggested
by the bureau:
-Does the solicitor have identification bearing his name and that of
the benefitting group?
-Is the solicitor wiUing and able to
provide the complete name. address
and telephone number of the charitable
group so you can write for mor'! information?
i:~t~~~~n.:if:i~~t and are the
-Is the solicitor a volunteer, an
employee of the group or a paid
solicitor? U paid. does he get a percentage or commission?

120 pounds can eat about 1800 calories
daily without ~ining or loosing weight.
If you know you're going to a party
later where snacks are going to be
served, go easy on the calories during
the rest of the day. Conversely, if
you've enjoyed some cookies or
fruitcak-; at the office in the afternoon,
you can skip dessert lhal evening.
No matter when you consume those
calories, they still ad\.l up to the same.
Keeping track doesn't have to mean
keeping a diary, but during the holidays
we all tffid to get carried away.
Next. try to pick you snacks from the
four food groups: tile milk. meat, fruitvegetable and grain groups. We all
need the nutrients these foods provide.
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Krack's Auto Repair
wishes all of you

~v~eetv~'?r!!t~a~l~!
603 N. Illinois
457-8836

Merry Christmas
207 • 213 S_ILLINOIS

Open

Sundays

flbeuii

Ii plus
'!

1-5 PM

CRI~.~REEK

/f11
ANTt.,UEe

fjJeoMM~_~

. ~Uac\aty

715 S. Illinois .
Open 10·5:30 & Sundays 1-5

Chrl.....s S.le now In "Pla..p.!•••

Utility Bags
Pillow

Keyrings
Fabric
Quilts

Quilte,.' Supplies

a

contemporary
gift market

.-"-,-~

ive bucks still buys a lot
if you shop with imagination
(Contim.ed 'rom Page 200)

Some pocket knifes may cost only $5
less.
if you don't waht to comparison
a good idea might be Speedo

at Woolsey's for $4 or scented
at Walgreen's or Candles n'
$3 to $5. Or how about a
~halrnp,agrle bottle filled with un"Bubbles Up"? It's $4

liS for buying lor younger
.)rol:heI'S and sis1ers there are socks for
at many stores.
f1ut
rather have "Mork
suspenders (complete with
Mork wears on his)?
$4 at Young 'in' shop.
gum, silly putty, and
available too.
areas Iittiea.'199centsat J.C.
"';'ftnnft~·'.
Hand puppets and stuffed
start at about $I and
at four or five Mall
are abundant
."VPI-VWhf'r·". so it would ~ logical to
that one could be found for
$5. The problem is that kids want
"The Game of Ufe" or "Othello" or
"TRC Lighted P.ace Cars." But, The
cI~aper gamp.s, "Yahtzee," checkers,
c/lt,...,s and backgammon, are just as'
habit forming, regardless of what is
seen on TV commercials.
As far as sporting goods go, there
isn't much under $5 eXc<>Pt knee pads
and scorebooks. but flashlights, fishing
reels and wrist roc.kets are ur,der the
optimum price. Plain "old-fashioned"
red playground balls are $5 at
Woolsey's. Or maybe a kaliedescope
for $1.19 at Kay-Bee Toys. Or the gift
with tt~ longest name-Battlestar
Galactica Space Glow Putty-marked
down to 79 cents a' Kay·Bee.
Buying a gift for parents is the
hardest of all. But sock£, again, are
always a good idea. Most mothers
already have some npensive jewelry
110 why get a pair oi S2 earrinj(s'? And

fathers usually have all the ties they
need. (If not, they're $3.99 at National
Shirt Shop.'
Aside from the classic Mother'!! and
Fathers Day presents. there are ker
cases (nice one:; for about $4), a spi! proof mug (that $5.50 at Cloud Nine"
Led Zepplin's new album (if they're
incredibly young parents) or stationery
lat Walgreen's or Hallmark for $2 or
$2.50.)

Dried or real flower arrangements
can be bought for ur;der $5. Or there
are the baby ornaments from "Bubby
Cubs Inc.," which girlfriends say are
"5000 cute." Scarves are $I and gloves
are about $5.
Now,
the
category
called

We Sell Warmth
North Face Down & Synthetic Parkas & Vest
Camp 7 Down Parkas &
60/40 Parkas 100% Wool ClothingPants·Shirts-Warm Wool Socks & Hats
Balakavas-VasQue Hiking Boots-Sweaters

~:!ss:~!nr~~~~~~ t! ~~~ f:~~

$5 and if a "Puppies For Sale" sign is
seen along the side of the road, t~y
might be free.' There are also ac- .
cessories for pets. And if you don't like
animals, there are the famous pet rocks
or the not-so-famous pet ghosts and pet
oil wells.
There are furry pens at Cloud Nine,
posters of the NFL "Porksville
Porkettes" cheerleaders at Kay Bee
Toys, and a roll of toilet paper at Bath
and Decor, all for $2. Two dollars may
seem a bit much for toilet paper but it's
worth it because federal income tax
forms are pnnted on it.
Shaving cream for resident
assistants is $1.50 at Walgreen ·s. There
are Dolly Parton, Andy Gigg and
Cheryl Tiegs movie stills for $1.25 at
Cloud Nine. Dolly Parton's is 25 cents

more.

Arts and crafts. the kind of gifts that
make art students cringe, are nice gifts
for most anyone.
And, last but not least, the gift certificate-mudern marketing's greatest
invention-is for those who are
habitually undecided come Dec. 13.
They might be looked at as a copout but
they are lifesavers. nevertheless.

10-6 pm Mon·Sat

71550 University on the Island

THE GLITTER
OF GOLD

Party Trays
from $13.95
to $35.95
We offer a variety
of festive foods on
attractive. trays that
will make your party
. more fun. Call ta
place your order for
the holidays now!

(At A 20% Savings)
Save now on on enormous
selection of 14 Kt. gold
neck chains and chain
brocelets. Styles for
him or her, and
iustintime
for Christmas
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Jr'hatet'er tile place or custonl,
nlessage of Cilristmas is lot~e
By Paala Donner Walter
Staff Writer

Christmas in the United States. It's a
time for sparkling decorations and
lights. for carol singing and nativity
scenes. for love. peare and fellowship.
But Christmas is mostlY a time for
tradltion. For without the 'customs and
prartices of many different countries.
Americans would not know Christmas
as it is today.
From Germany we received our tree.
from Italy the creche (nativity St:ene).
and from the Romans and the Druids.
we have the holly and mistletoe.
Saint Nicholas came from Holland.
and England gave us the yule log and
stockings t.anging by the fi~lace. And
in AmErica. we have Santa Claus.
Red and green colors dominate the

~~~:::Si~nd~tl~~=' ~~!re

green is symbolic of life. there are
varying explanations as to the origins of
the red decorations.
Red is explained by a greeting card
manufacturer in a Christma!> card
entitled, "Legend of the Christmas
Rooe. .. AccordinlJ to the story. a
shepherdess wept when she had n~ gift
for the Christ child. When flowers
sprang up where her tears feU. she
gathered them up alld took them to the
baby Jesus. While she knelt at his crib.
his hand touched the petals and they
turned bright red.
According to the beliefs of the early
Romans and Druiiis. the red hoUy
berries were once white. The berries

I
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.
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were dyed red by Christ's blood wl1en
the crown of thorns was placed on nis
head at the Crucifixion. The holly w.~
used by the Romans apd Druids as Ii
decoration to ward off evil and to heal
the sick.
There are many tales explaining the
""'gins of the Christmas tree. but most
historians credit Martin Luther. a

ger:~d~
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candles tr:.show his family the splendor
of the nilglt on which Chirst was born.
Later. apples. candy and colored
papers were added to the decorations.
According to another 'egend. a poor
old European woman once had a tree
but L'OUld not afford to decorate It. So a
spider snun a Wo.'" around the 'ree and
the au i.'it child turned the web to silver.
The beginning of tinsel. of course.
Mistletoe. another green-colored
traditiotl. is an old Pagan custom. The
plant was sacred to the Romans and the
Druids. The Druids cut the plant in late
December, blessed it and hung it in the
doorw&ya &f homes.
Enemies em·
braced under it to assure that 110 gld
grudges would be ca,-ned f'Jrth intQ the
new year.
A symbol of Christmas oider than the
tree is the cra:!1e. (Y( nativity scene. It
was instituted in 1223 in Grecio, Italy.
by Saint Fr-.ancis of Assisi. He recreated
the nativity scene so that peop!e would
'le awa~ i the poverty in which the
holy family lived.
Most countries have a counterpart to
the American Santa Claus. The idea is

Jbe word sUll means peace, good wUl to all mea.
said to have originated in the
Netherlands. where the people chose
Saint Nicholas as the patron saint of
children.
The boliday season in Holland begins
on Dec. 5. with the arrival of the saint
from Spain. According to legend. prior
to his arrival. Nicholas listens at the
doors and chimneys to find out if
children are good. Then when he comes
on the 5th. he brings along many gifts.
The children also place their shoes
before the fireplaces. filled with cookies
and candies for the saint.
Gifts are exchanged in Hollan" on
Saint Nicholas Day as "surprises."
each with a bit of verse and signed
"Sinter Klaus." It was from this name
that Americans named their gift giver.
Santa Claus.
b Italy. La Berana brings gifts to the
children. She is an old woman who

refused tt'- help the Wise Men and now is
an aged 01::1 fairy. She wanders about
the cOllr,try. rewarding the good
children and threatenini' the bad. Her
COOIilerpart lD Russia :s known as
Babushka.
German children were taught that
Kristkind. a messenger of Jesus. was
the bringer of gifts. Kristkind was
sometimes depicted as a little girl
wearing a ~old crown. but is now known
as Kriss Kringle.
And then tb<!re is Santa Claus. The
jolly. rosy·faced idol of American
children who comes on Christmas Eve
in a sleilliJ pulled by reilldeer, was the
creation of an American fKM:l. Clement
C. Moore wrote. "A Visit from Saint
Nicholas... which has become one of the
most famous Christmas tales. "The
Night Before ChristmllS."
Happy traditional holidays.
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giving!
Give 0
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Gift
Certificate
in the

Experience

SOFT
CONTACTS

amounlot

FREE

your choice.

eCALL FOR APPOINTMENT
eCONTACTS FOR ALL AGE!"
ASK A80UT OUR CONTACT LfNS
CONTINUOUS CARE PROGRAM 9

CARBONDALE

218 s. Illinois
549-7345

We now offer
Gerber lock-blade
knives, Hoffritz
Swiss Army knives
& fine quaflty
shaving products
Distinctive gifts
for the
discriminating
smoker

'l" .4e;.~.;:=Ava.
~)

457-2436 Open: Mon-Sat 9-8 Sun 1-5
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IHstoriaDS uedit Mar.io Lathel"1ti~
the Cbrisbnas tree
tradition. This lithograpb of two

r.

~hDdreD with a tree 15 from L
S~tbsonian IDstitutiOD coUection.

begimaing

;

tyl~... tlghtening all
and boIts...cleaning frame. forks
inspecting

nuts

and wheels. The work Is done by
specialists in our Pro Shop who have
; been carefully trained in~' aspect
, ot ~~ sm.!<:Ing. See the Pros for
. all of your hIcyd..> needs.
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_ _ . ".anin..... bubocating
bearings. cables. and chain. adjusting
brakes. gears. and aD spokes...
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ZWICK SHOES II
~10VING SALE I

-..

(Carbondale Store On!y) .

Zwicks Shoes has b0m located at 702 South lllinois Avenue
for 15 years and has outgrO'..vo it's present space, In order to
better serve our valued customers and to give you a more
complete shoe store we are mOving to a new location.
To reduce and l"lot move our entire inventory we are
offering it to our customers at unbelievable savings. We
have been closed' aU day Monday and Tuesday
to m3rk down prices and prepare for the event. Don't
miss our fantastic sale.
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East Gate Shopping Center
457-8143
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YOUR BIKE A COMPLETE I'
BICYCLE OVERHAUL. '
\;.

'
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(formerly Sawyer Paints)

l:. ". , . , . .

MA~=a
THE W,i:RRIEST. GIVE
rI..[;

PA1NTS

We have some great Christmas gift ideas,
and they are on sale.
Aignew accessories. handbags, gloves. socks
and our regular lines of handbags.
Also leather boots.
Our merchandise that we were unable to display due
to lack of space anti some late arrivais. have been added .
if you were not able to find your size earlier. come on down
now and we may have your size.

-

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
Vi&a·Mastercharge accepted

ALL SALES FINAL

Open Sunday 1·5 Now till Christmas

~uicksShoes
Su ill.

9 - 5=30 Olon -sat
Doily Egyptian, December 13. 1m. Paga 23c
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Sweeten up your
Christmas Shopping.
with gifts from the
University Bookstore ...
Pens & Pencils
Hallmark Gifts & Cards
Calculators
Gift Books
Children's Books
Infants ,Apparel
SIU Souvenirs
T -Shirts & Jackets

... r

Nice Selection of Unusual Ornaments
Holiday Gift Wrap, and Seasonal Cards.
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

G

One Table Sale Books

BOOK SALE
Selected Titles-Great Gifts
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